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Abstract
This paper deals with a finite volume analysis for diffusion phenomena,
with prescribed periodic boundary conditions. The problem addressed
here is the so-called local problem that arises in multi-scale physics such
as fluid-flows in porous materials with spatially periodic microstructures.
The so-called local problem is discretized with a finite volume method
of new generation, namely Discrete Duality Finite Volumes (DDFV for
short). In view to deal with stability analysis of the DDFV solution,
an adequate discrete H10−norm is defined and a discrete version of
Poincare´ inequality involving this discrete norm is introduced. The
DDFV problem displays the same main features as the continuous one:
(i) A compatibility condition is required from the discrete source-term
for existence of discrete solutions; (ii) Two orthogonality conditions
are required from DDFV solution for uniqueness. Note that only one
such condition is required from classical cell-centered finite volumes
dealing with isotropic models. Error estimate results are obtained for
L2 − norm and for a discrete H1−norm. Numerical tests confirm our
theoretical results. Note that these results are in accordance with those
from the fifth international conference on Finite Volumes for Complex
Applications (FVCA5) held in France in 2008.
Key words : Flow problems; Nonhomogeneous anisotropic media;
Finite volumes of DDFV type; Discrete energy norms; stability; Error
estimates; Test simulations.
1 General introduction and description of the model
problem
A deep understanding of the behavior of multi-scale heterogeneous physics (as cli-
mate changes, multi-phase flow and transport in geological formations, heat diffu-
sion or fissure propagation in composite materials,. . . ) is of great interest today.
The mathematical models of these physics involve rapidly oscillating parameters.
The computation of solutions to these models requires the use of grids whose size
should be of the same order of magnitude as the smallest size of heterogeneities of
the structure under consideration. In concrete situations the length-scale of micro-
heterogeneities (denoted by ε in the sequel) is so small that even with the help of
high-speed modern computers, addressing the boundary value problems related to
such media with a large number of heterogeneities is not an easy task. A natural
way to overcome this difficulty is to replace the differential operator (associated
with the multi-scale heterogeneous physics under consideration) with a slowly vary-
ing one that preserves the large scale properties of the exact solution. This procedure
is usually called homogenization process and the large scale properties are named
homogenized parameters.
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One way for finding these large scale properties is to carry out experimental
tests. It is quite evident that because of the volume and cost of the required tests
for all possible reinforcement types, experimental measurements are often impracti-
cable. Depending on material types, different alternative approaches could be used
for obtaining the homogenized parameters. For instance, in most reservoir engineer-
ing codes, empirical algebraic formulas of homogenization have been used. On the
other hand, for man-made materials (like composite materials with spatially periodic
microstructure), the mathematical theory of homogenization based on microstruc-
ture periodicity setting has displayed a capability to lead to exact homogenized
coefficients. These homogenized parameters may be obtained from either Formal
Asymptotic Analysis (see for instance pioneer works from E. Sanchez-Palencia [S
80], L. Tartar [T 85], A. Bensoussan, J.L. Lions and G. Papanicolaou [BLP 78]) or
Two-scale Convergence theory introduced by G. Nguetseng in [N 89] (see also D.
Lukkassen, G. Nguetseng and P. Wall [LNW 02], G. Nguetseng [N 04] and G. Allaire
[A 92]).
We briefly describe the homogenization process for a second order elliptic oper-
ator. The cell problem this homogenization process leads to motivates our interest
for the model problem this work is focused on. Let D ⊂ Rdξ (with d the spatial
dimension, ξ the macroscopic spatial coordinates and Rdξ the macroscopic space)
be a heterogeneous porous material with a spatially periodic microstructure. An
incompressible one-phase flow in D (viewed as a continuum medium) is governed by
the following equation :
−div
[
a
(
ξ,
ξ
ε
, grad uε
)]
= Q in D (1.1)
where a(., ., .) is a given map from D×Rdx × Rd into Rdwith adequate properties
(see [N 04] for more details). Note that Rdx is a microscopic space and x denotes
the microscopic spatial coordinates attached to the macroscopic ones by the relation
x = ξ/ε. Recall that the real number ε  0 represents the length-scale of micro-
heterogeneities in the porous material D (see Figure 1 below).
When the flow in the porous medium D is slow, one can replace Leray-Lions
type operator in the right-hand side of the equation (1.1) by the following operator:
−div
[
Λ
(
ξ,
ξ
ε
)
grad uε
]
= Q in D (1.2)
where Λ (., .) is roughly speaking the permeability tensor of the porous medium
D, depending on both the macroscopic space coordinates ξ and the microscopic
space coordinates x = ξ/ε. Due to spatial periodicity of the microstructure of D,
the permeability matrix function Λ (., .) is Ω − periodic with respect to x, where
Ω =
d∏
i=1
]0, pi[ is a datum. This means that for a fixed ξ ∈ D ⊂ Rdξ the following
identity holds.
∀k = (ki) ∈ Zd Λ (ξ, x+ k ⊗ p) = Λ (ξ, x)
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Figure 1: Micro-heterogeneities in a porous material.
where Z is the set of integers, p = (pi)di=1 and where the symbol ⊗ is the well-
known Hadamard vector product defined as:
(k ⊗ p)i = kipi ∀1 ≤ i ≤ d
The permeability matrix Λ (ξ, x) is known to be symmetric and positive definite
i.e.
Λij (ξ, x) = Λji (ξ, x) ∀1 ≤ i, j ≤ d (symmetry property) (1.3)
∃α ≥ β  0 such that ∀ς ∈ Rd , β |ς|2 ≤ ςtΛ (ξ, x) ς ≤ α |ς|2 a.e. inD × Rdx (1.4)
(uniform ellipticity and boundedness property). One should note that the pre-
ceding property ensures that the permeability matrix is an L∞
(
D × Rdx
)−function.
By two-scale asymptotic expansion technique combined with energy method (see
for instance [S 80], [BLP 78] and references therein) or by two-scale convergence
method (see for instance [A 92] [N 04] and references therein) one can show that as
ε → 0 the unique solution of (1.2) lying in H10 (D) weakly converges to a function
uHom ∈ H10 (D) such that
−div [ΛHom (ξ) grad uHom] = Q in D
where the so-called homogenized permeability matrix ΛHom (ξ) =
{
ΛHomij (ξ)
}
1≤i,j≤d
depending exclusively on the macroscopic coordinates is given by the following re-
lation
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ΛHomij (ξ) =
∫
Ω
Λ (ξ, x) [gradxwi (x) + ei]·[gradxwj (x) + ej ] dx ∀1 ≤ i, j ≤ d (1.5)
Where ei (for i = 1, ..., d) is the i
th vector of the canonical basis of Rdx and where
wi (for i = 1, ..., d) is the unique solution (up to an additive constant with respect
to x) of the following so-called local problem:{
−divx [Λ (ξ, x) gradxwi (x)] = ∂Λki(ξ,x)∂xk in Rdx
wi being Ω− periodic
(1.6)
From (1.5) one can easily see that an accurate computation of gradxwi for
i = 1, ..., d is required for a better calculation of the homogenized permeability
matrix. The Discrete Duality Finite Volume (DDFV) method has displayed higher
accuracy order for performing pressure gradient computations in the framework of
second order elliptic problems, with Dirichlet and/or Neumann boundary conditions
(see Benchmark FVCA5 [HH 08]). This work aims to carry out the computation
and the theoretical analysis (in terms of stability and error estimates) of DDFV
solution to a model problem from the same class as the system of equations (1.6).
More precisely, let us consider (with p1 = a and p2 = b for simplicity of notations)
the 2D diffusion problem that consists in finding a function ϕ which satisfies the
following partial differential equation associated with prescribed periodic boundary
conditions:
−div (K gradϕ) = f in Ω = ]0, a[× ]0, b[ . (1.7)
ϕ(., 0) = ϕ(., b)
K (., 0) gradϕ(., 0).nΓSo +K (., b) gradϕ(., b).nΓNo = 0
}
in [0, a]
ϕ(0, .) = ϕ(a, .)
K (0, .) gradϕ(0, .).nΓWe +K (a, .) gradϕ(a, .).nΓEs = 0
}
in [0, b]
(1.8)
where ΓNo (northern boundary), ΓSo (southern boundary), ΓEs (eastern boundary)
and ΓWe (western boundary) define a partition of the domain boundary denoted
by Γ, and nΓNo , nΓSo , nΓEs , nΓWethe corresponding outward unit normal vectors,
and where f is a given function (commonly called source term), K = K(x), with
x = (x1,x2)
t∈ Ω, is a full matrix describing the spatial variation of the diffusion
coefficient . The entries of K (.) are denoted by Kij (for i, j = 1, 2) and are supposed
to satisfy the following assumptions:
Kij (x) = Kji (x) a.e. in Ω for i, j = 1, 2 (1.9)
and
∃γmin, γmax ∈ R?+ such that ∀ξ ∈ R2
γmin |ξ|2 ≤ ξtK(x)ξ ≤ γmax |ξ|2 a.e. in Ω
(1.10)
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where |.| denotes the euclidian norm in R2 .
Due to periodicity conditions on the flux (see equations (1.8)), the source-term
f should satisfy the following compatibility condition:∫
Ω
fdx = 0 (1.11)
2 Gridding and Notations
In what follows we fix the framework in terms of gridding and notations.
2.1 Gridding
The DDFV theory exposed in this work is inspired from the one developed in [NDM
13]. Therefore our exposition is based upon a primal unstructured mesh, an auxiliary
mesh and the associated dual mesh clearly defined in what follows.
2.1.1 Definition of a primal mesh
The spatial domain Ω is split into a finite family of convex open polygons with
matching interfaces. This family defines what is called in the sequel an unstructured
matching primal mesh denoted by P. Note that the set V of primal mesh vertices
contains the set :
Vco = {(0 , 0 ), (a, 0 ), (0 , b) , (a, b)}
made of four corner-points. To get advantage of the periodicity setting of the prob-
lem, the boundary-vertices are distributed along the domain boundary in such a way
that the orthogonal projection of a boundary-vertex M (different from a corner-point
) on the opposite side of Γ is also a boundary-vertex (different from a corner-point)
denoted by M⊥. Figure 2 below illustrates this fact that one can express in other
words by:
∀M ∈ Γ (M ∈ V \ Vco) =⇒ (M⊥ ∈ V \ Vco) (2.1)
It is clear that
(
M⊥
)⊥
= M for any M ∈ V \ Vco .
Figure 2: Example of a primal Mesh made up of convex polygons
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2.1.2 Derivation of auxiliary and dual meshes
Following an original idea from [NDM 13] one can introduce an auxiliary mesh
denoted by A. This mesh plays a key role either in the construction of our DDFV
scheme or the stability analysis and error estimates developed later.
For deriving an auxiliary mesh from a given primal mesh, one starts with selecting
arbitrarily one point per primal edge (different from edge extremities). Let us denote
by E int the set of these edge-points. For exploiting later the periodicity setting of
the problem, select one boundary-point per boundary-edge in such a way that the
set Eext of these boundary-edges meets the following property:
∀I ∈ Γ
(
I ∈ Eext =⇒ I⊥ ∈ Eext
)
(2.2)
The figure below illustrates this property.
Figure 3: Generation of edge-points (yellow color) in view to build an auxiliary Mesh
For a better understanding of the way the auxiliary mesh should be built, one
should know about the concept of neighboring edge-points introduced in [NDM 13].
Two edge-points are neighboring if they share a primal cell and their corresponding
edges intersect at some vertex of this primal cell. The auxiliary mesh A is generated
by joining with a straight line all neighboring edge-points (see Figure 4 below).
Figure 4: Coupling of a primal Mesh (green lines) with an auxiliary Mesh (black
discontinuous lines)
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Note that this auxiliary mesh permits to fix perimeters in which should necessar-
ily be located a finite family of primal cellpoints (or briefly cellpoints) for ensuring
the regularity of the gridding. Figure 5 below gives an illustration of the situation.
Figure 5: Generation of a finite family of cellpoints (in blue color) inside adequate
auxiliary cells.
There is a trivial bijective map between the family of cellpoints and the family of
primal cells. So, to any cellpoint P one may associate a unique primal cell denoted
by CP , and vice-versa. It is then clear that both of families could be indexed by P.
Joining any cellpoint with any edgepoint sharing the same primal cell leads to what
is called (in the sequel) a dual mesh (see Figure 6 below).
Figure 6: Generation of the dual mesh (red color) associated with the primal and
auxiliary meshes.
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2.2 Notations and definitions
We list in this section the main notations currently used through this work.
• Ω is a rectangular spatial domain and Γ is its boundary;
• ΓNo is the northern boundary; ΓSo is the southern boundary; ΓEs is the
eastern boundary; ΓWe is the western boundary;
• P is the primal mesh and more precisely the set of primal cells. We naturally
identify P with the set of cellpoints (to be introduced later);
• D is the dual mesh and more precisely the set of dual cells. We naturally
identify D sometimes with the set V of primal vertices;
• A is the auxiliary mesh. It plays a key role for the definition of a discrete
energy norm used for stability and convergence analysis of DDFV solution to
the model problem;
• Vco is the subset of V made of four corner-points: O?1, O?2, O?3 and O?4 with
respective coordinates (0, 0), (a, 0), (a, b) and (0, b);
• CP is the primary (mesh) cell with corresponding cellpoint P ;
• CA? is the dual (mesh) cell associated with the vertex A? ∈ V;
• CE?E?⊥ is the recomposed dual (mesh) cell associated with boundary vertices
E? and E?⊥ supposed different from corner-points;
• Cpi is the recomposed dual (mesh) cell associated with the four corner-points;
• ΓP is the boundary of the primary cell CP , whereas ΓA? represents the bound-
ary of the dual cell CA? ;
• E is the set of selected edgepoints;
• EP is the subset of E made of edgepoints exclusively from ΓP ;
• E int is the subset of E made of interior edgepoints;
• Eext is the subset of E made of boundary edgepoints;
• EB? is the subset of E made of edgepoints lying on the boundary of the dual
cell CB? ;
• EO?i is the subset of E made of edgepoints lying on the boundary of the degen-
erate dual cell CO?i associated with the corner vertex O
?
i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4;
• EE?E?⊥ is the subset of E made of edgepoints lying on the boundary of the
recomposed dual cell CE?E?⊥ ;
• SJ (H?, T ?, V,W ) represents 2D-Lebesgue measure of the diamond cell defined
by the cellpoints V and W and the vertices H? and T ?;
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• IP is the set of primary mesh interfaces;
• Γ12 is the intersection of Γ with the two coordinate axis namely (O, x1) and
(O, x2). In fact, Γ
12 = ΓSo ∪ ΓWe;
• L2(Ω) is the usual Lebesgue space made of Lebesgue measurable functions v
defined in Ω such that
∫
Ω | v(x) |2 dx is a real number. Usually ‖ . ‖L2(Ω)
denotes the standard norm of L2(Ω) defined by ‖ v ‖2L2(Ω)=
∫
Ω | v(x) |2 dx;
• Hm(Ω) = {v ∈ L2(Ω);Dαv ∈ L2(Ω) ∀ 0 ≤| α |≤ m} is the so-called Sobolev
space, where m is a positive integer, α = (α1, α2) a multi-index with positive
integer components, | α |= α1 + α2, Dα is the usual differential operator of
order α, with derivatives in the distributional sense. Adopted is the convention
that Dαv = v as soon as | α |= 0. Usually ‖ . ‖m,Ω denotes the standard norm
of Hm(Ω) defined by:
‖ v ‖2m,Ω=
∑
0≤|α|≤m
‖ Dαv ‖2L2(Ω);
• What follows defines a family of semi-norms on Hm(Ω), indexed by k ∈
{0, 1, ...,m}:
| v |2k,Ω=
∑
|α|=k
‖ Dαv ‖2L2(Ω) ∀ 0 ≤ k ≤ m;
Note that | v |0,Ω=‖ v ‖L2(Ω). Therefore the following convention is reasonable:
H0(Ω) = L2(Ω)
• RHS means Right-Hand Side.
Definition 2.1 Set:
P int = the subset of P made up of primary cells A such that EA ⊂ E int
Pext = the subset of P made of primary cells A such that EA ∩ Eext 6= ∅ (i.e.
different from an empty set). 
In the same order of idea, let us give the following definition.
Definition 2.2 Set:
Vext = the subset of V made up of vertices lying inside the spatial domain Ω;
V int = the subset of V made up of vertices lying on the domain boundary Γ.

For sake of clarity of the presentation, we need to introduce the following defi-
nitions. When there is no risk of confusion, we identify the set of primal cells with
the set of cellpoints.
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Definition 2.3 Let A be an arbitrarily fixed cellpoint from the set P.
(i) For any I ∈ EA, B?(A, I) is the generic name of vertices in V such that the
segment [B?(A, I); I] is part of ΓA.
(ii) For any I ∈ EA∩E int, B(A, I) is the generic name of cellpoints from P such
that I ∈ EA ∩ EB(A,I).
(iii) For any I ∈ EA ∩ Eext, B(A, I⊥) is the generic name of cellpoints from P
such that I⊥ ∈ EB(A,I⊥) ∩ Eext.
Recall that J⊥ is the orthogonal projection of any J ∈ Γ on opposite side of Γ.

Proposition 2.4 Assume that P is a conforming mesh, that is, a mesh such that
two adjacent cells display one and only one common edge. Then the following as-
sertions hold:
(i) For any A ∈ P and any I ∈ EA, there exist exactly two different vertices
denoted by B?1(A, I) and B
?
2(A, I) such that [B
?
1 , I] and [B
?
2 , I] are part of ΓA.
Moreover, [B?1 , I] ∪ [B?2 , I] = [B?1 , B?2 ] is the edge of (the primal) cell CA, involving
the edgepoint I;
(ii) B(A, I) exists and is unique for any A ∈ P and any I ∈ EA ∩ E int;
(iii) B(A, I⊥) exists and is unique for any A ∈ P such that EA∩Eext 6= ∅, where
I ∈ EA ∩ Eext. 
Definition 2.5 A dual cell is said degenerate if the corresponding vertex is located
on the domain boundary. 
This definition gives rise to the following trivial results.
Proposition 2.6 Let A? be a vertex such that EA? ∩ Eext 6= ∅. Then the corre-
sponding dual cell is degenerate i.e. A? ∈ Γ. 
Proposition 2.7 Any degenerate dual cell possesses exactly two different edge-
points lying on Eext. 
Proposition 2.8 The map from Vext \ Vco onto Vext \ Vco, associating with any
boundary-vertex A?, the boundary-vertex A?⊥ is an involution. 
As immediate consequence of this proposition is what follows.
Corollary 2.9 The map consisting to associate with any degenerate dual cell CA?
the degenerate dual cell CA?⊥ , with A
? in Vext \ Vco, is an involution.
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Definition 2.10 Let A? be an arbitrarily fixed vertex in V .
(i) For any I ∈ EA? ∩ E int, B?(A?, I) defines the vertex such that the segment
[A?, B?(A?, I)] is the primal edge involving the edgepoint I. In the same order
of idea, P (A?, I) is the generic name of cellpoints in P such that the segment
[P (A?, I), I] is part of ΓA? , where ΓA? denotes the boundary of the dual cell as-
sociated with the vertex A?.
(ii) For any I ∈ EA? ∩ Eext, B?(A?, I) and P (A?, I) conserve the same definition as
in (i), whereas P (A?⊥, I⊥) defines cellpoints from P such that I⊥ ∈ EP (A?⊥,I⊥) .

3 DDFV formulation of the model problem
We start with recalling that, having set
H = {v ∈ H 1 (Ω); v (., 0 ) = v (., b) in [0 , a] and v (0 , .) = v (a, .) in [0 , b]} .
a weak (or variational) solution to (1.7)-(1.8) is any function ϕ ∈ H such that∫
Ω
K (x) gradϕ.gradv dx =
∫
fv dx ∀v ∈ H.
For f in L2 (Ω) such that condition ( 1.11) is satisfied, the Lax-Milgram theo-
rem ensures existence and uniqueness (up to just an additive constant) of a weak
(or variational) solution to (1.7)-(1.8). Higher regularity of the solution could be
achieved under suitable assumptions on the data (see for instance [K 08], pp 25-32).
Let us assume that the diffusion matrix K is a piecewise constant matrix function
over Ω. This assumption is realistic for engineering problems as reservoir or aquifer
simulations.
Definition 3.1 A meshM defined over Ω is compatible with the discontinuities of
K in Ω if these discontinuities are confined to interfaces of M.
Main assumptions:
(A1) We assume that the primary mesh P is compatible with the discontinu-
ities of the permeability tensor K defined in Ω.
(A2) The permeability discontinuities divide Ω into a finite number of convex
polygonal subsets denoted by {Ωs}s∈S .
We suppose that the restriction over Ωs of the exact solution ϕ to the model
problem (1.7)-(1.8), denoted by ϕ |Ωs , satisfies the following property:
ϕ |Ωs∈ C2(Ωs) ∀ s ∈ S (3.1)
remark 3.2 Note that the convexity of subdomains Ωs is necessary for getting that
the true solution ϕ to the model problem (1.7)-(1.8) is H2 over Ωs. In this perspec-
tive, it is always possible to derive from any family of permeability discontinuity
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lines defining a polygonal partition of Ω a new one made up of a finite number of
convex polygonal subsets of Ω. This is the reason why the assumption (A2) is not
restrictive. 
In this section we concentrate on building a DDFV formulation of the continuous
problem (1.7)-(1.8). Recall that the general principle of the DDFV theory is the
discretization of balance equations on a primal mesh and its corresponding dual
mesh. The DDFV balance equations on interior cells from primal and dual meshes
could be derived following a technique fully detailed in [NDM 13]. However a short
survey of this technique will be exposed. In the current section the challenge concerns
the DDFV discretization of Balance equation for boundary cells from both primal
and dual meshes.
3.1 Matrix form of the discrete problem
We derive in this subsection the matrix form of our DDFV finite volume formulation
for (1.7)-(1.8). The spatial domain Ω is covered with an unstructured primal mesh
P (see Figure 2 in previous section).
The following additional assumption ensures the uniqueness of a variational so-
lution to the system of equations (1.7)-(1.8):∫
Ω
ϕ(x) dx = 0 (3.2)
Let us focus on a DDFV formulation of the problem (1.7)-(1.8) in terms of a linear
system which involves {ϕP }P∈P and {ϕD?}D?∈D as discrete unknowns expected to
be close approximations of {ϕP }P∈P( cell-point pressures) and {ϕD?}D?∈D (vertex
pressures) respectively, where ϕp = ϕ
(
xP1 , x
P
2
)
and ϕD? = ϕ
(
xD
?
1 , x
D?
2
)
and where
D represents the dual mesh (Figure 6). Let us give a description of the DDFV
procedure leading to the discrete balance equation for any primal cell CP , where P
is the corresponding cellpoint. We start with integrating the two sides of the balance
equation (1.7) in a primal cell CP . We obtain so an equation where the left-hand
side represents some mass of fluid exchanged (for a certain time period) between the
cell CP and its nearest neighborhood. In other words, we obtain:∑
I∈EP
∫
[A?(P,I);B?(P,I)]
KP gradϕ · ξP[A?(P,I);B?(P,I)] ds =
∫
CP
f(x) dx ∀P ∈ P
(3.3)
where KP is the permeability tensor of CP , ξ
P
[A?(P,I);B?(P,I)] the unit normal vector to
[A?(P, I);B?(P, I)] oriented outside the triangle (P,A?(P, I), B?(P, I)) (see Figure 7
below where A? ≡ A?(P, I) and B? ≡ B?(P, I)). Notice that the vertices A?(P, I)
and B?(P, I) are defined in the previous section mainly devoted to Notations.
To develop computational techniques for integrals of the left-hand side of the
previous equation is the main task in finite volume modeling of flows. For this pur-
pose, one may separately treat the case EP ∩ Eext = ∅ and the case EP ∩ Eext 6= ∅.
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Figure 7: A molecule for DDFV computations of the flux across the edge [A?B?]
• Let us first suppose that CP is such that EP ∩ Eext = ∅. Therefore any edge
[A?(P, I);B?(P, I)] of CP is also that of a certain primal cell, let us say CL, with
L = L(P, I) according to notations introduced in Section 2. Thus, for ensuring the
conservativity of a finite volume approximation of the following flux
FP[A?(P,I);B?(P,I)] =
∫
[A?(P,I);B?(P,I)]
KP gradϕ · ξP[A?(P,I);B?(P,I)] ds (3.4)
we impose that this approximation should be the opposite of that of
FL[A?(L,I);B?(L,I)] =
∫
[A?(L,I);B?(L,I)]
KL gradϕ · ξL[A?(L,I);B?(L,I)] ds (3.5)
where A?(L, I) = A?(P, I), B?(L, I) = B?(P, I), and where ξL[A?(L,I);B?(L,I)] =
− ξP[A?(P,I);B?(P,I)]. Recall that KP and KL denote respectively the permeability
tensor of primal cells CP and CL.
For the sake of simplicity of notations, we will use in the sequel A? and B?
instead of A?(P, I) and B?(P, I) whenever there is no risk of confusion. Let us set,
for I ∈ EP ∩ EL :
−→
PI =
∥∥∥−→PI∥∥∥σP , −−−→A?B? = ∥∥∥−−−→A?B?∥∥∥ τh (3.6)
ah
(
KP
)
= 1
cos(θP,Ih )
(
ξP[A?B?]
)t
KP
(
ξP[A?B?]
)
bh
(
KP
)
= 1
cos(θP,Ih )
(
ξB
?
[PI]
)t
KP
(
ξP[A?B?]
) (3.7)
aˆh
(
KL
)
= 1
cos(θL,Ih )
(
ξP[A?B?]
)t
KL
(
ξP[A?B?]
)
bˆh
(
KL
)
= 1
cos(θL,Ih )
(
ξB
?
[IL]
)t
KL
(
ξP[A?B?]
) (3.8)
where h = max {size(P) , size (D)}, θP,Ih is the angle defined by the vectors σP and
ξP[A?B?], θ
L,I
h is the angle defined by the vectors −σL and ξP[A?B?], and where ξB
?
[IL]
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denotes the unit normal vector to [I ; L] pointing out of the triangle (I,P ,B?): Figure
7 above gives an illustration of previous comment. Note that 0 ≤ θP,Ih , θL,Ih < pi2 and
therefore 0 < cosθP,Ih , cosθ
L,I
h ≤ 1.
Definition 3.3 The system (P ; D) defines an eligible system of meshes if the fol-
lowing conditions are fulfilled:
(i) There exists θ ∈]0 , pi2 ], mesh independent, such that:
0 ≤ θP,Ih ≤
pi
2
− θ ∀P ∈ P ∀ I ∈ EP (3.9)
(ii) There exists 0 < $ ≤ 1, mesh independent, such that:
∀P ∈ P ∀ I ∈ EP $h ≤ hPI , hA∗B∗ ≤ h (3.10)
where hPI =‖ −→PI ‖ and hA?B? =‖ −−−→A?B? ‖ . 
Following ideas we have exposed in [NDM 13], one easily see that the flux FP[A?;B?]
can be approximated, with conservatitvity guarantee, as it follows :
Proposition 3.4 Under the only assumption (3.1) we have :
FP[A∗B∗] ≈
[
ah(K
P )âh(K
L)hA∗B∗
ah(KP )hIL + âh(KL)hPI
]
[ϕP − ϕL]
+
[
âh(K
L)bh(K
P )hPI + ah(K
P )̂bh(K
L)hIL
âh(KL)hPI + ah(KP )hIL
]
[ϕB∗ − ϕA∗ ] (3.11)
In addition, if the system of meshes (P;D) is eligible in the sense of Definition 3.3,
the truncation error TP[A∗B∗] (also denoted by T
P,I) associated with this flux approx-
imation satisfies the following inequality
| TP,I | ≡ | TP[A∗B∗] | ≤ Ch2 (3.12)
where A? = A?(P, I), B? = B?(P, I), L = L(P, I) and where C is a mesh indepen-
dent positive number. 
Recall that only the case EP ∩ Eext = ∅, with P ∈ P, is concerned by the previous
result. Summing the two sides of relation (3.11) on I ∈ EP leads to the following
result.
Proposition 3.5 Let us suppose that the system of meshes (P;D) is eligible in the
sense of Definition 3.3. Under the assumption (3.1), the discrete balance equation
in any primary cell CP , with EP ∩ Eext = ∅, reads as :∑
I∈EP
{
TP,I +
[
ah(KP )aˆh(KL)hA?B?
ah(KP )hIL+âh(KL)hIP
]
[ϕP − ϕL] +
[
ah(KP )b̂h(KL)hIL+bh(KP )âh(KL)hIP
ah(KP )hIL+âh(KL)hIP
]
[ϕB? − ϕA? ]
}
=
∫
CP
fdx
(3.13)
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where A? = A?(P, I), B? = B?(P, I) and L = L(P, I) (see Setion 2 devoted
mainly to Notations).
Moreover, the truncation error TP,I satisfies the inequality (3.12). 
• Let us examine the less classical case (in the DDFV framework) EP ∩Eext 6= ∅ i.e.
there exists (at least) one boundary edgepoint, let say I, such that I ∈ EP ∩ Eext.
Remarking that I cannot be a corner point, we deduce that I⊥ exists and lives in
the domain boundary Γ. Thanks to periodicity considerations and gridding proper-
ties (relevant to these periodicity considerations), namely (2.1) and (2.2), we may
identify the boundary edge associated with I and the one associated with I⊥. In
other words, if A? = A?(P, I) and B? = B?(P, I) are endpoints of the boundary
edge associated with I, we have (making use of notations introduced in Section 2)
the following identification :
[A?;B?] ≡ [A?⊥;B?⊥] (3.14)
Thanks to this identification, the primary cells CP and CQ(P,I⊥) are called adjacent
cells in the periodic sense, with common edge [A?;B?]. We should underline the fact
that gridding properties (2.1) and (2.2) play a key role here.
Combining this approach with ideas we have developed in [NDM 13] leads to the
following result.
Proposition 3.6 Let us suppose that the system of meshes (P;D) is eligible in the
sense of Definition 3.3. Under the assumption (3.1), the discrete balance equation
in any primary cell CP , with EP ∩ Eext 6= ∅, reads as :∑
I∈EP∩Eint
{
TP,I +
[
ah(KP )aˆh(KL)hA?B?
ah(KP )hIL+âh(KL)hIP
]
[ϕP − ϕL] +
[
ah(KP )b̂h(KL)hIL+bh(KP )âh(KL)hIP
ah(KP )hIL+âh(KL)hIP
]
[ϕB? − ϕA? ]
}
+
∑
I∈EP∩Eext
TP,I +
 ah(KP )aˆh(KQ(P,I⊥))hA?B?
ah(KP )hI⊥Q(P,I⊥)+âh
(
KQ(P,I
⊥)
)
hIP
[ϕP − ϕQ(P,I⊥)] +
ah(KP )bˆh(KQ(P,I⊥))hI⊥Q(P,I⊥)+bh(KP )aˆh(KQ(P,I⊥))hIP
ah(KP )hI⊥Q(P,I⊥)+âh
(
KQ(P,I
⊥)
)
hIP
×
[ϕB? − ϕA? ]} =
∫
CP
f (x) dx
(3.15)
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where A? = A?(P, I), B? = B?(P, I) and L = L(P, I), and where we mean by
Q
(
P, I⊥
)
the cellpoint of a primary boundary-cell close (i.e. adjacent in the sense
that (3.14) holds) to the primary cell CP trough the periodic setting, when EP ∩
Eext 6= ∅ (see Section 2 devoted to Notations for more details).
Moreover, the truncation error TP,I satisfies the inequality (3.12). 
remark 3.7 Notice one may use the convention that the second summation in
(3.15) is defined and equal to zero for any primal cell CB such that EB ∩ Eext = ∅.
Thanks to this convention, equation (3.13) becomes a particular case of equation
(3.15). We consequently consider that in what follows equation (3.15) is the discrete
balance equation for any primary cell. 
It is clear that the number of discrete unknowns {ϕP }P∈P and {ϕA?}A?∈D is
greater than the number of discrete balance equations given by the system of equa-
tions (3.15) valid for all P ∈ P ( accounting with the convention introduced in
Remark 3.7). We naturally should close this system with discrete equations ob-
tained from mass balance equations over dual cells. It is our purpose now to look
for discrete balance equations over dual cells CA? . So, we integrate the two sides
of (1.7) in CA? . The left-hand side is the flow exchanged between CA? and outside
of this cell, whereas the right-hand side is the term-source contribution (for a fixed
time period). Therefore, we can rewrite this balance equation as:
∑
I∈EA?
∫
[P (A?,I);I;L(A?,I)]
K gradϕ · ξA?[P (A?,I);I;L(A?,I)] ds =
∫
CA?
f(x) dx ∀A? ∈ D
(3.16)
where the points P (A?, I) and L(A?, I) follow notations defined in Section 2 and
where ξA
?
[P (A?,I);I;L(A?,I)] is the unit normal vector to [P (A
?, I); I;L(A?, I)] oriented
outside the quadrangle {P (A?, I); I;L(A?, I);A?}; we define [P (A?, I); I;L(A?, I)]
as the union of the segments [P (A?, I); I] and [I;L(A?, I)], where
−−−−−−→
P (A?, I)I and−−−−−−→
IL(A?, I) are not necessarily aligned vectors. Note that the particular case where
these vectors are aligned is widely analyzed in the literature with DDFV formula-
tions based on definition of discrete gradient (in the so-called diamond cells) and
discrete divergence (in primal and dual cells) that meet a discrete integration by
parts (see for instance [DO 05][O 09][O 11][BH 08][D 14][DEH 15] and references
therein). Note that this approach is proven to be very powerful as it allows to
address nonlinear elliptic operators including Leray-Lions type operators (see for
instance [DEGGH 16][ABH 07][BH 08]). For the sake of clarity of the exposition,
we write P and L instead of P (A?, I) and L(A?, I).
• Let us start with interior dual cells i.e. dual cells CA? such that EA? ∩Eext =
∅ or equivalently A? does not belong to Γ, the domain boundary. Following an
approach we have developed in [NDM 13] the exact flux
FA
?
[PIL] =
∫
[P ;I;L]
K gradϕ · ξA?[P ;I;L] ds (3.17)
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can be rewritten as sum of flux integrals over [P ; I] and [I;L]. Next, with the help
of adequate quadratures combined with Taylor expansion (based up on assumption
(3.1) ) we obtain:
Proposition 3.8 Under the assumption (3.1), the flux FA
?
[PIL] satisfies the following
identity :
FA
?
[PIL] =
{
TA
?,I +
[
bh(KP )aˆh(KL)hIP+ah(KP )bˆh(KL)hIL
ah(KP )hIL+âh(KL)hIP
]
[ϕP − ϕL] +
[
Wh(P,L,I)
ah(KP )hIL+âh(KL)hIP
]
[ϕA? − ϕB? ]
} (3.18)
where TA
?,I is the truncation error, B? = B?(A?, I) (using notations defined in
Section 2), and where we have set
Wh(P,L, I) =
[
ah
(
KP
)
hIL + aˆh
(
KL
)
hIP
] [
dh
(
KP
)
hIP + d̂h
(
KL
)
hIL
]
+
hIPhIL
[
bˆh
(
KL
)− bh (KP )] [bh (KP )− bˆh (KL)]
(3.19)

Summing the two sides of the equation (3.18) on I ∈ EA? leads to what follows.
Proposition 3.9 Under the assumption (3.1), the flux balance equation for any
interior dual cell CA? reads,:∑
I∈EA?
{
TA
?,I +
[
bh(KP )aˆh(KL)hIP+ah(KP )bˆh(KL)hIL
ah(KP )hIL+âh(KL)hIP
]
[ϕP − ϕL] +
[
Wh(P,L,I)
hA?B? (ah(K
P )hIL+âh(KL)hIP )
]
[ϕA? − ϕB? ]
}
=
∫
CA?
f(x)dx ∀A? ∈ V\Vext
(3.20)
where Wh(P,L, I) is defined by (3.19) and where we have set P = P (A
?, I), L =
L(A?, I) and B? = B?(A?, I) following notations defined in Section 2.
In addition, if the system of meshes (P;D) is eligible in the sense of Definition 3.3,
the truncation error TA
?,I obeys the following inequality :
| TA?,I |≤ Ch2 (3.21)
where C is a mesh independent positive number. 
The next step concerns balance equation in degenerate dual cells i.e. dual cells
with corresponding vertexpoints on the domain boundary. Due to Ω − periodicity
considerations and its implication on gridding structure, the orthogonal projection
of any boundary vertexpoint E? ∈ V \ Vco on opposite side of the domain boundary
is also a boundary vertexpoint in V \ Vco denoted by E?⊥. The same assertion is
valid for the edgepoints. Let us recall that if I is a boundary edgepoint, we denote
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by I⊥ its orthogonal projection on opposite side of the domain boundary.
Our strategy for obtaining discrete balance equations associated with degenerate
dual cells accounts with periodicity setting of the model problem we are dealing with.
In this connection, we consider on one hand that the dual cells CO?i , for i ∈ {1, ..., 4},
could be brought together for giving rise to what we call a recomposed dual cell of
first kind Cpi defined as :
Definition 3.10
Cpi =
4⋃
i=1
CO?i (3.22)
On the other hand, for any E? ∈ Vext \ Vco, we have E?⊥ ∈ Vext \ Vco and we bring
together the dual cells CE? and CE?⊥ for defining a recomposed dual of second kind
CE?E?⊥ as :
Definition 3.11
CE?E?⊥ = CE? ∪ CE?⊥ (3.23)
Remark that Definition 3.10 and Definition 3.11 combined with periodicity setting
of the model problem allow to treat recomposed dual cells CE?E?⊥ and C{O?i } as
an ordinary dual cell. Therefore, the flux across any part [PIL] of the boundary
of such a dual cell ia actually approximated using a technique combining numerical
integration (of the flux across subedges [PI] and [IL] of CE?E?⊥) and local Taylor’s
expansion as the true solution ϕ is locally C2 according to (3.1). This is the way we
obtain the following relations.
Proposition 3.12 Let us suppose that the system of meshes (P;D) is eligible in
the sense of Definition 3.3. Under the assumption (3.1), the balance equation for
recomposed dual cells of the form CE?E?⊥ reads as :
∑
Q?∈{E?,E?⊥}
∑
I∈EQ?∩Eint
{
TQ
?,I +
[
ϕA(Q?,I) − ϕB(Q?,I)
]×
[
bh
(
KA(Q
?,I)
)
aˆh
(
KB(Q
?,I)
)
hIA(Q?,I)+ah
(
KA(Q
?,I)
)
bˆh
(
KB(Q
?,I)
)
hIB(Q?,I)
ah(KA(Q
?,I))hIB(Q?,I)+âh(KB(Q
?,I))hIA(Q?,I)
]
+
[
Wh(A(Q
?,I),B(Q?,I),I)
hQ?F?(Q?,I)(ah(KA(Q
?,I))hIB(Q?,I)+âh(KB(Q
?,I))hIA(Q?,I))
] [
ϕQ? − ϕF ?(Q?,I)
]}
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+
∑
I∈EE?E?⊥∩Eext
{
TE
?E?⊥,I +
[
ϕA(E?,I) − ϕB(E?,I⊥)
]
×
 bh(KA(E?,I))aˆh(KB(E?,I⊥))hIA(E?,I)+ah(KA(E?,I))bˆh(KB(E?,I⊥))hI⊥B(E?,I⊥)
ah(KA(E
?,I))hI⊥B(E?,I⊥)+âh
(
KB(E
?,I⊥)
)
hIA(E?,I)

+
[
Wh(A(E
?,I),B(E?,I⊥),I)
hE?F?(E?,I)
(
ah(KA(E
?,I))hI⊥B(E?,I⊥)+âh(K
B(E?,I))hIA(E?,I)
)
]
×
[
ϕE? − ϕF ?(E?,I)
]}
=
∫
C
E?E?⊥
f (x) dx
(3.24)
where A (Q?, I), B (Q?, I), F ? (Q?, I), A (E?, I), B (E?, I), F ? (E?, I) are notations
defined in Section 2, and where TQ
?,I , TE
?E?⊥,I named truncation errors satisfy the
inequalities:
| TQ?,I |≤ Ch2, | TE?E?⊥,I |≤ Ch2. (3.25)
where C is a mesh independent positive number. 
Before dealing with the balance equation in the recomposed dual cell C{O?i }, we
should introduce the following notations needed in the sequel.
R =
{
{k, j} ⊂ {1, 2, 3, 4}, with k 6= j;∃Ik ∈ EO?k ∩ Eext ∃Ij ∈ EO
?
j ∩ Eext,with Ij = I⊥k
}
Set:
Γ1 = Γ ∩ [Ox1), Γ2 = Γ ∩ [Ox2) and Γ12 = Γ1 ∪ Γ2
and recall that Γ is the domain boundary.
Let us ultimately deal with the balance equation for the degenerate dual Cpi. We
start with integrating the two sides of the balance equation (1.7) in
Cpi =
def
∪
i=1,...,4
CO?i
where O?1, O
?
2, O
?
3 and O
?
4 are four corner-vertices with respective coordinates (0, 0),
(a, 0), (a, b) and (0, b), and where CO?i is the degenerate dual cell associated with
O?i . It is then natural to split this integral into four integrals as follows :
−
∫
Cpi
div[K gradϕ]dx ≡ −
4∑
i=1
∫
CO?
i
div[K gradϕ]dx =
∫
Cpi
f(x)dx (3.26)
From Green’s theorem, we know that the integral over CO?i could be rewritten in
terms of boundary integral as :∫
CO?
i
div[K gradϕ]dx =
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∑
I∈EO?i ∩Eint
∫
[P (O?i ,I),I,L(O
?
i ,I)]
[K gradϕ] · νIds +
∑
I∈EO?i ∩Eext
∫
[P (O?i ,I),I]
[K gradϕ] · νIds
(3.27)
where νI is the unit normal vector to [P (O
?
i , I), I, L(O
?
i , I)] or [P (O
?
i , I), I], pointing
out of CO?i , and where P (O
?
i , I) and L(O
?
i , I) are, according to notations defined in
Section 2, cellpoints from primary cells sharing the subedge [O?i , I]. Inspired by ideas
developed in [NDM 13], we perform computation of integrals involved in equation
(3.27) with the help of adequate quadrature formulas and Taylor expansion. This
leads to what follows.
Proposition 3.13 Let us suppose that the system of meshes (P;D) is eligible in
the sense of Definition 3.3. Under the assumption (3.1), the discrete balance equation
for Cpi reads as :
∑
Q?∈{O?i }4i=1
∑
I∈EQ?∩Eint
{[
bh
(
KA(Q
?,I)
)
aˆh
(
KB(Q
?,I)
)
hIA(Q?,I)
ah(KA(Q
?,I))hIB(Q?,I)+âh(KB(Q
?,I))hIA(Q?,I)
+
+
ah
(
KA(Q
?,I)
)
bˆh
(
KB(Q
?,I)
)
hIB(Q?,I)
ah(KA(Q
?,I))hIB(Q?,I)+âh(KB(Q
?,I))hIA(Q?,I)
]
× [ϕA(Q?,I) − ϕB(Q?,I)] +
+
[
Wh(A(Q
?,I),B(Q?,I),I)
hQ?F?(Q?,I)(ah(KA(Q
?,I))hIB(Q?,I)+âh(KB(Q
?,I))hIA(Q?,I))
]
×
× [ϕQ? − ϕF ?(Q?,I)] + TQ?,I} +
+
∑
I∈Γ12∩Eext
∑
{i,j}∈R,I∈EO?i ,I⊥∈EO
?
j

 bh(KA(O?i ,I))aˆh
(
K
B(O?j ,I⊥)
)
h
IA(O?i ,I)
ah
(
K
A(O?i ,I)
)
h
I⊥B(O?j ,I⊥)
+âh
(
K
B(O?j ,I⊥)
)
h
IA(O?i ,I)
+
+
ah
(
KA(O
?
i ,I)
)
bˆh
(
K
B(O?j ,I⊥)
)
h
I⊥B(O?j ,I⊥)
ah
(
K
A(O?i ,I)
)
h
I⊥B(O?j ,I⊥)
+âh
(
K
B(O?j ,I⊥)
)
h
IA(O?i ,I)
× [ϕA(O?i ,I) − ϕB(O?j ,I⊥)] +
+
 Wh(A(O?i ,I),B(O?j ,I⊥),I)
h
O?
i
T?(O?i ,I)
(
ah
(
K
A(O?i ,I)
)
h
I⊥B(O?j ,I⊥)
+âh
(
K
B(O?j ,I⊥)
)
h
IA(O?i ,I)
)
 ×
×
[
ϕO?i − ϕT ?(O?i ,I)
]
+ TO
?
i ,O
?
j ,I
}
=
4∑
i=1
∫
CO?
i
f (x) dx
(3.28)
where TQ
?,I and TO
?
i ,O
?
j ,I are given real numbers named truncation errors, and
where in the second double summation, A (O?i , I) and B
(
O?j , I
⊥
)
are cellpoints of
two primary boundary-cells involving respectively boundary subedges [O?i , I] and[
O?j , I
⊥
]
.
Moreover, the truncation errors TQ
?,I and TO
?
i ,O
?
j ,I satisfy the inequalities :
| TQ?,I |≤ Ch2, | TO?i ,O?j ,I |≤ Ch2 (3.29)
where C is a mesh independent positive number. 
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Following Remark 3.7, the equation (3.15) may be used as balance equation for
both interior and boundary primal cells. Therefore, when neglecting truncation er-
rors in this equation and in the equations (3.20), (3.24), (3.28) as well, we get the
following discrete problem, named discrete duality finite volume formulation of the
model problem (1.7)− (1.8) :
Find real numbers {ϕP }P∈P and {ϕA?}A?∈D such that
∑
I∈EP∩Eint
{[
ah(KP )aˆh(KL)hA?B?
ah(KP )hIL+âh(KL)hIP
]
[ϕP − ϕL] +
[
ah(KP )b̂h(KL)hIL+bh(KP )âh(KL)hIP
ah(KP )hIL+âh(KL)hIP
]
[ϕB? − ϕA? ]
}
+
∑
I∈EP∩Eext

 ah(KP )aˆh(KQ(P,I⊥))hA?B?
ah(KP )hI⊥Q(P,I⊥)+âh
(
KQ(P,I
⊥)
)
hIP
[ϕP − ϕQ(P,I⊥)] +
ah(KP )bˆh(KQ(P,I⊥))hI⊥Q(P,I⊥)+bh(KP )aˆh(KQ(P,I⊥))hIP
ah(KP )hI⊥Q(P,I⊥)+âh
(
KQ(P,I
⊥)
)
hIP
×
[ϕB? − ϕA? ]} =
∫
CP
f (x) dx ∀P ∈ P
(3.30)
∑
I∈EA?
{[
bh(KP )aˆh(KL)hIP+ah(KP )bˆh(KL)hIL
ah(KP )hIL+âh(KL)hIP
]
[ϕP − ϕL] +
[
Wh(P,L,I)
hA?B? (ah(K
P )hIL+âh(KL)hIP )
]
[ϕA? − ϕB? ]
}
=
∫
CA?
f(x)dx ∀A? ∈ V int
(3.31)
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∑
Q?∈{E?,E?⊥}
∑
I∈EQ?∩Eint
{[
ϕA(Q?,I) − ϕB(Q?,I)
]
×
[
bh
(
KA(Q
?,I)
)
aˆh
(
KB(Q
?,I)
)
hIA(Q?,I)+ah
(
KA(Q
?,I)
)
bˆh
(
KB(Q
?,I)
)
hIB(Q?,I)
ah(KA(Q
?,I))hIB(Q?,I)+âh(KB(Q
?,I))hIA(Q?,I)
]
+
[
Wh(A(Q
?,I),B(Q?,I),I)
hQ?F?(Q?,I)(ah(KA(Q
?,I))hIB(Q?,I)+âh(KB(Q
?,I))hIA(Q?,I))
] [
ϕE? − ϕF ?(Q?,I)
]}
+
∑
I∈EE?E?⊥∩Eext
{[
ϕA(E?,I) − ϕB(E?,I⊥)
]
×
 bh(KA(E?,I))aˆh(KB(E?,I⊥))hIA(E?,I)+ah(KA(E?,I))bˆh(KB(E?,I⊥))hI⊥B(E?,I⊥)
ah(KA(E
?,I))hI⊥B(E?,I⊥)+âh
(
KB(E
?,I⊥)
)
hIA(E?,I)

+
[
Wh(A(E
?,I),B(E?,I⊥),I)
hE?F?(E?,I)
(
ah(KA(E
?,I))hI⊥B(E?,I⊥)+âh(K
B(E?,I))hIA(E?,I)
)
]
×
[
ϕE? − ϕF ?(E?,I)
]}
=
∫
C
E?E?⊥
f (x) dx ∀E? ∈ (Vext\Vco) ∩ Γ12
(3.32)
∑
Q?∈{O?i }4i=1
∑
I∈EQ?∩Eint
{[
bh
(
KA(Q
?,I)
)
aˆh
(
KB(Q
?,I)
)
hIA(Q?,I)
ah(KA(Q
?,I))hIB(Q?,I)+âh(KB(Q
?,I))hIA(Q?,I)
+
+
ah
(
KA(Q
?,I)
)
bˆh
(
KB(Q
?,I)
)
hIB(Q?,I)
ah(KA(Q
?,I))hIB(Q?,I)+âh(KB(Q
?,I))hIA(Q?,I)
]
×
[
ϕA(Q?,I) − ϕB(Q?,I)
]
+
+
[
Wh(A(Q
?,I),B(Q?,I),I)
hQ?F?(Q?,I)(ah(KA(Q
?,I))hIB(Q?,I)+âh(KB(Q
?,I))hIA(Q?,I))
]
×
×
[
ϕO?1 − ϕF ?(Q?,I)
]}
+
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+
∑
I∈Γ12∩Eext
∑
{i,j}∈R,I∈EO?i ,I⊥∈EO
?
j

 bh(KA(O?i ,I))aˆh
(
K
B(O?j ,I⊥)
)
h
IA(O?i ,I)
ah
(
K
A(O?i ,I)
)
h
I⊥B(O?j ,I⊥)
+âh
(
K
B(O?j ,I⊥)
)
h
IA(O?i ,I)
+
+
ah
(
KA(O
?
i ,I)
)
bˆh
(
K
B(O?j ,I⊥)
)
h
I⊥B(O?j ,I⊥)
ah
(
K
A(O?i ,I)
)
h
I⊥B(O?j ,I⊥)
+âh
(
K
B(O?j ,I⊥)
)
h
IA(O?i ,I)
× [ϕA(O?i ,I) − ϕB(O?j ,I⊥)] +
+
 Wh(A(O?i ,I),B(O?j ,I⊥),I)
h
O?
i
T?(O?i ,I)
(
ah
(
K
A(O?i ,I)
)
h
I⊥B(O?j ,I⊥)
+âh
(
K
B(O?j ,I⊥)
)
h
IA(O?i ,I)
)
 ×
×
[
ϕO?1 − ϕT ?(O?i ,I)
]}
=
4∑
i=1
∫
CO?
i
f (x) dx
(3.33)
with (discrete periodic conditions):
ϕE? = ϕE?⊥ ∀E? ∈
(Vext \ Vco) ∩ Γ12 (3.34)
and
ϕF ?(A?,I) = ϕO?1 if F
?(A?, I) ∈ {O?2, O?3, O?4} (3.35)
Notice that :
In equations (3.30) and (3.31), A (Q?, I), B (Q?, I), F ? (Q?, I), A (E?, I), B (E?, I),
F ? (E?, I) are notations defined in Section 2;
In equation (3.32), A? = A?(P, I), B? = B?(P, I) and L = L(P, I) and we mean
by Q
(
P, I⊥
)
the cellpoint of a primary boundary-cell close (i.e. adjacent in the
sense that (3.14) holds) to the primary cell Cp trough the periodic setting, when
EP ∩ Eext 6= ∅ (see Section 2 devoted to Notations for more details);
In equation (3.33), B(O?j , I
⊥) and T ?(O?i , I) are notations defined within Section 2.
Recall that CO?i is the degenerate dual cell associated with the boundary vertex O
?
i .
remark 3.14 It is natural for someone not familiar with the Discrete Duality Finite
Volumes (DDFV) to wonder why the discrete system (3.30)-(3.35) is called DDFV
formulation of the model problem (1.7)−(1.8). In fact, in the discrete system (3.30)-
(3.33) is hidden a combination of discrete divergence and discrete gradient. These
discrete operators are in duality as they meet a discrete Green formula. This is the
reason why the finite volume scheme (3.30)-(3.35) is called DDFV. Notice that in
our DDFV approach exposed above, an explicit definition of discrete divergence and
gradient does not appear. We do not worry about that because our strategy for car-
rying out stability and error analysis of the DDFV scheme (3.30)-(3.35) will not be
based upon a finite element type technique i.e. a variational formulation involving
finite-dimensional function spaces. The concepts of discrete divergence and discrete
gradient for finite volume analysis of diffusion problems were first introduced by K.
Domelevo and P. Omne`s in [DO 05] (see also [DDO 07][O 11][O 09][O 12]). An
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important feature of the variational form of DDFV is its ability to tackle nonlin-
ear operators of Leray-Lions type as shown in [ABH 07][BH 08]. An extension of
DDFV to 3D nonlinear elliptic problems is proposed in [CH 11]. To the best of our
knowledge, the pioneer works on DDFV accounting with interface flux continuity
are those from [NM 01], [H 03] and [DO 05]. However the work inside [H 00] has
prepared the ground for [H 03]. 
3.2 Existence of discrete solutions and conditions for uniqueness
Let us start this subsection with some preliminary remarks and results. First of
all, we assume that the cellpoints and the vertexpoints from the primary grid are
numbered. The numbering is performed in such a way that any boundary-vertex
(different from a corner-point) and its orthogonal projection on the opposite side
get the same number. On the other hand, the four corner-points O∗1, O∗2, O∗3 and O∗4
are given the same number. This way of numbering accounts with the periodicity
setting of the discrete problem (see equations (3.34)-(3.35)).
Proposition 3.15 Let Mh be the total number of discrete unknowns according
to the previous numbering of cell-points and vertex-points. Set that: D∗ = Dint ∪
D(ΓSo)∪D(ΓWe)∪{DO?1}, where Dint is the set that consists of dual cells associated
with interior vertexpoints and where D(ΓSo) and D(ΓWe) respectively denote the
sets of dual cells associated with boundary vertexpoints different from cornerpoints
and located in the x1-axis and the x2-axis. Of course DO?1 is the dual cell associated
with O?1. The two following discrete problems are equivalent:
(DP1) : Find ({ϕP }P∈P ; {ϕD?}D?∈D) ∈ RP ×RD such that equations (3.30)-
(3.35) are satisfied
and
(DP2) : Find ({ϕP }P∈P ; {ϕD?}D?∈D∗) ∈ RMh ≡ RP × RD∗ such that equa-
tions (3.30)-(3.33) are satisfied
where, for a given set of mesh elements K, one has set:
RK = { {vK}K∈K; ∀K ∈ K vK ∈ R} .  (3.36)
For the sake of clarity of the exposition, P ∈ P will be used either for denoting a
cellpoint or its associated number, idem for D? ∈ V ≡ D concerning primal vertex-
points.
3.2.1 Some useful vector spaces and preliminary results
In view to algebraically address the linear discrete system (3.30)-(3.33), we intro-
duce some adequate vector spaces. Recall that A denotes the auxiliary mesh i.e.
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an intermediate mesh between the primal mesh P and the dual mesh D (see Fig-
ure 6, Section 2, for illustration). The main feature of A is that each auxiliary cell
involves either one only cellpoint or one only vertexpoint. Consequently, we have
the following relation between A, P and D :
A = {ΩP }P∈P ∪ {ΩD?}D?∈D (3.37)
where ΩP and ΩD? denote the two kinds of auxiliary cells emerging from the def-
inition of the mesh A. These cells will play a key role for the definition of DDFV
solutions to the system of equations (1.7), (1.8) and (3.2). Let us introduce the
following vector spaces:
RA = { ({vP }P∈P ; {vD?}D?∈D) ; ∀P ∈ P ∀D? ∈ D vP , vD? ∈ R} (3.38)
RAPerio = { ({vP }; {vD?}) ∈ RA; ∀D? ∈ D(ΓSo) ∪ D(ΓWe) vD? = vD?⊥
and vO?1 = vO?2 = vO?3 = vO?4} (3.39)
Recall that D(ΓSo) and D(ΓWe) respectively denote the sets of boundary vertex-
points different from cornerpoints and located in the x1-axis and the x2-axis. In the
sequel, we will sometimes do the following identification:
RA ≡ RP × RD.
Note that RAPerio is an Mh−dimensional subspace of RA. So, the following iden-
tification will be sometimes considered:
RAPerio ≡ RMh ≡ RP × RD∗ .
Proposition 3.16 The matrix Mh associated with the discrete system (DP2) is
singular. 
Proof. The proof is elementary. Indeed it suffices to remark from the discrete
system (3.30)-(3.33) that∑
1≤j≤Mh
(Mh)i j = 0 ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤Mh .
Thus, the kernel Ker (Mh) of Mh defined by
Ker (Mh) =
{
Vh ∈ RMh ; Mh Vh = 0
}
involves a nonzero vector, namely Ih = (1, 1, ..., 1) ∈ RMh , and therefore Mh is sin-
gular.
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We know from the previous proposition that the discrete problem (DP2) could get
either no solution or an infinite number of solutions. Indeed, existence of solutions to
this problem depends on whether the right-hand side to (DP2) is in the orthogonal
of the kernel of Mh. Our purpose now is to give a characterization of Ker (Mh), the
kernel of Mh . Before that, we recall a result we need for proving the characterization
of Ker (Mh).
Lemma 3.17 (see [NDM 13], Proposition 2.12)
Let P and L be cellpoints of two adjacent primary cells (in the DDFV framework
exposed above) sharing [E?;F ?] as common edge. We mean by I the edgepoint from
E associated with [E?;F ?]. Assume that (P;D) is an eligible system of meshes (in
the sense of Definition 3.3) and that the conditions (1.9)-(1.10) are fulfilled. Then
the permeability tensor KPL of homogenization for the porous block CP ∪CL defined
as :
KPL11 =
[
ah(KP )aˆh(KL)hE?F?(E?,I)
ah(KP )hIL+âh(KL)hIP
]
KPL22 =
[
Wh(P,L,I)
hE?F?(E?,I)(ah(K
P )hIL+âh(KL)hIP )
]
KPL21 = KPL12 =
[
ah(KP )b̂h(KL)hIL+bh(KP )âh(KL)hIP
ah(KP )hIL+âh(KL)hIP
]
is positive definite. Moreover, the least eigenvalue of KPL is a mesh-independent
strictly positive number. 
Notice that in the reference [NDM 13], the positive definiteness of KPL is shown
in the second step of the proof of Proposition 2.12 while the property related to the
least eigenvalue of KPL is given in Lemma 3.4 therein.
Proposition 3.18 (Characterization of Ker(Mh))
• Ker (Mh) =
{
Vh ∈ RMh ≡ RAPerio ; (Vh)tMh Vh = 0
}
;
• (Vh)tMh Vh = 0 ⇔ Vh = σP IP + σD∗ ID∗ ∀Vh ∈ RMh ≡ RAPerio,
where we have set :
(IP)i =
{
1 if i ∈ P
0 otherwise
and (ID∗)i =
{
1 if i ∈ D∗
0 otherwise.
and where σP and σD∗ are given real numbers. 
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Proof. The inclusion of Ker(Mh) in
{
Vh ∈ RMh ; (Vh)tMh Vh = 0
}
is trivial.
Let us concentrate on the proof of the inclusion of
{
Vh ∈ RMh ; (Vh)tMh Vh = 0
}
in Ker(Mh). For this purpose, let Vh = ({VP }P∈P ; {VD?}D?∈D∗) ∈ RMh ≡ RP∪D∗
be a vector such that
(Vh)
tMh Vh = 0.
where one has set
D∗ = Dint ∪ D(ΓSo) ∪ D(ΓWe) ∪ {DO?1}.
Therefore,
0
Assumption
= (Vh)
tMh Vh =
∑
I∈EP∩Eint
VP
{[
ah(KP )aˆh(KL)hA?B?
ah(KP )hIL+âh(KL)hIP
]
[VP − VL] +
[
ah(KP )b̂h(KL)hIL+bh(KP )âh(KL)hIP
ah(KP )hIL+âh(KL)hIP
]
[VB? − VA? ]
}
+
+
∑
I∈EP∩Eext
VP

 ah(KP )aˆh(KQ(P,I⊥))hA?B?
ah(KP )hI⊥Q(P,I⊥)+âh
(
KQ(P,I
⊥)
)
hIP
[VP − VQ(P,I⊥)] +
ah(KP )bˆh(KQ(P,I⊥))hI⊥Q(P,I⊥)+bh(KP )aˆh(KQ(P,I⊥))hIP
ah(KP )hI⊥Q(P,I⊥)+âh
(
KQ(P,I
⊥)
)
hIP
×
× [VB? − VA? ]} +
+
∑
I∈EA?
VA?
{[
bh(KP )aˆh(KL)hIP+ah(KP )bˆh(KL)hIL
ah(KP )hIL+âh(KL)hIP
]
[VP − VL] +
[
Wh(P,L,I)
hA?B? (ah(K
P )hIL+âh(KL)hIP )
]
[VA? − VB? ]
}
+
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+
∑
Q?∈{E?,E?⊥}
∑
I∈EQ?∩Eint
VE?
{[
VA(Q?,I) − VB(Q?,I)
]×
[
bh
(
KA(Q
?,I)
)
aˆh
(
KB(Q
?,I)
)
hIA(Q?,I)+ah
(
KA(Q
?,I)
)
bˆh
(
KB(Q
?,I)
)
hIB(Q?,I)
ah(KA(Q
?,I))hIB(Q?,I)+âh(KB(Q
?,I))hIA(Q?,I)
]
+
[
Wh(A(Q
?,I),B(Q?,I),I)
hQ?F?(Q?,I)(ah(KA(Q
?,I))hIB(Q?,I)+âh(KB(Q
?,I))hIA(Q?,I))
] [
VE? − VF ?(Q?,I)
]}
+
∑
I∈EE?E?⊥∩Eext
VE?
{[
VA(E?,I) − VB(E?,I⊥)
]
×
 bh(KA(E?,I))aˆh(KB(E?,I⊥))hIA(E?,I)+ah(KA(E?,I))bˆh(KB(E?,I⊥))hI⊥B(E?,I⊥)
ah(KA(E
?,I))hI⊥B(E?,I⊥)+âh
(
KB(E
?,I⊥)
)
hIA(E?,I)

+
[
Wh(A(E
?,I),B(E?,I⊥),I)
hE?F?(E?,I)
(
ah(KA(E
?,I))hI⊥B(E?,I⊥)+âh(K
B(E?,I))hIA(E?,I)
)
]
×
[
VE? − VF ?(E?,I)
]}
+
+
∑
Q?∈{O?i }4i=1
∑
I∈EQ?∩Eint
VO?1
{[
bh
(
KA(Q
?,I)
)
aˆh
(
KB(Q
?,I)
)
hIA(Q?,I)
ah(KA(Q
?,I))hIB(Q?,I)+âh(KB(Q
?,I))hIA(Q?,I)
+
+
ah
(
KA(Q
?,I)
)
bˆh
(
KB(Q
?,I)
)
hIB(Q?,I)
ah(KA(Q
?,I))hIB(Q?,I)+âh(KB(Q
?,I))hIA(Q?,I)
]
× [VA(Q?,I) − VB(Q?,I)] +
+
[
Wh(A(Q
?,I),B(Q?,I),I)
hQ?F?(Q?,I)(ah(KA(Q
?,I))hIB(Q?,I)+âh(KB(Q
?,I))hIA(Q?,I))
]
×
× [VO?1 − VF ?(Q?,I)]} +
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+
∑
I∈Γ12∩Eext
∑
{i,j}∈R,I∈EO?i ,I⊥∈EO
?
j
VO?1

 bh(KA(O?i ,I))aˆh
(
K
B(O?j ,I⊥)
)
h
IA(O?i ,I)
ah
(
K
A(O?i ,I)
)
h
I⊥B(O?j ,I⊥)
+âh
(
K
B(O?j ,I⊥)
)
h
IA(O?i ,I)
+
+
ah
(
KA(O
?
i ,I)
)
bˆh
(
K
B(O?j ,I⊥)
)
h
I⊥B(O?j ,I⊥)
ah
(
K
A(O?i ,I)
)
h
I⊥B(O?j ,I⊥)
+âh
(
K
B(O?j ,I⊥)
)
h
IA(O?i ,I)
× [VA(O?i ,I) − VB(O?j ,I⊥)] +
+
 Wh(A(O?i ,I),B(O?j ,I⊥),I)
h
O?
i
T?(O?i ,I)
(
ah
(
K
A(O?i ,I)
)
h
I⊥B(O?j ,I⊥)
+âh
(
K
B(O?j ,I⊥)
)
h
IA(O?i ,I)
)
 ×
×
[
VO?1 − VT ?(O?i ,I)
]}
(3.40)
Developing and reordering the terms of the right-hand side of the previous equal-
ity yields
0 =
∑
I ≡P |L∈Eint
{[
ah(KP )aˆh(KL)hE?(P,I)F?(P,I)
ah(KB)hIL+âh(KL)hIP
]
(VP − VL)2 +
2
[
ah(KP )b̂h(KL)hIL+bh(KP )âh(KL)hIP
ah(KP )hIL+âh(KL)hIP
] (
VE?(P,I) − VF ?(P,I)
)
(VP − VL) +
[
Wh(P,L,I)
hE?(P,I)F?(P,I)(ah(K
P )hIL+âh(KL)hIP )
] (
VE?(P,I) − VF ?(P,I)
)2}
+
+
∑
I ≡A‖B(A,I⊥)∈Eext
{(
VA − VB(A,I⊥)
)2×
×
ah(KA)aˆh(KB(A,I⊥))hM?(A,I)N?(A,I)
ah(KA)hI⊥B(A,I⊥)+âh
(
KB(A,I
⊥)
)
hIA
 +
+ 2
ah(KA)bˆh(KB(A,I⊥))hI⊥B(A,I⊥) + bh(KA)âh(KB(A,I⊥))hIA
ah(KA)hI⊥B(A,I⊥)+âh
(
KB(A,I
⊥)
)
hIA
×
×
(
VA − VB(A,I⊥)
) (
VM?(A,I) − VN?(A,I)
)
+
+
[
Wh(A,B(A,I⊥),I)
hN?(A,I)M?(A,I)
(
ah(KA)hI⊥B(A,I⊥)+âh
(
KB(A,I
⊥)
)
hIA
)
] (
VM?(A,I) − VN?(A,I)
)2}
where I ≡ P | L means that I is an edgepoint from E int, located at the interface
between primary cells CP and CL, and where I ≡ A ‖ B(A, I⊥) means that I is a
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boundary edgepoint from E int located on a boundary side [M?;N?] of primary cell
CA, with I
⊥ naturally on the boundary side [M?⊥;N?⊥] of primary cell CB(A,I⊥).
Notice that [E?(P, I);F ?(P, I)] materializes the interface between primary cells CP
and CL.
In the previous equation is made the convention that the orthogonal projection
of a corner vertexpoint is well defined whenever it is seen as a point of a given
side of Ω. For example, O?⊥3 = O?2 when O?3 is considered as a point from the side
[(0, b); (a, b)] of Ω. However, O?⊥3 = O?4, when O?3 is viewed as a point from the side
[(a, 0); (a, b)] of Ω. From the previous equation, it follows that
0 =
∑
I ≡P |L∈Eint
{
K
P,L(P,I)
11
[
VP − VL(P,I)
]2
+K
P,L(P,I)
22
[
VE?(P,I) − VF ?(P,I)
]2
+
+ 2K
P,L(P,I)
12
(
VE?(P,I) − VF ?(P,I)
) (
VP − VL(P,I)
)}
+
+
∑
I ≡A‖B(A,I⊥)∈Eext
{
K
A,B(A,I⊥)
11
[
VA − VB(A,I⊥)
]2
+
+ 2K
A,B(A,I⊥)
12
(
VA − VB(A,I⊥)
) (
VM?(A,I) − VN?(A,I)
)
+
+ K
A,B(A,I⊥)
22
(
VM?(A,I) − VN?(A,I)
)2}
(3.41)
where we have set
K
P,L(P,I)
11 =
[
ah(KP )aˆh(KL(P,I))hE?(P,I)F?(P,I)
ah(KP )hIL(P,I)+âh(KL(P,I))hIP
]
K
P,L(P,I)
22 =
[
Wh(P,L(P,I),I)
hE?(P,I)F?(P,I)(ah(KP )hIL(P,I)+âh(KL(P,I))hIP )
]
K
P,L(P,I)
21 = K
P,L(P,I)
12 =
=
[
ah(KP )b̂h(KL(P,I))hIL(P,I)+bh(KP )âh(KL(P,I))hIP
ah(KP )hIL(P,I)+âh(KL(P,I))hIP
]
K
A,B(A,I⊥)
11 =
 ah(KA)aˆh(KB(A,I⊥))hM?N?
ah(KA)hI⊥B(A,I⊥)+âh
(
KB(A,I
⊥)
)
hIA

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K
A,B(A,I⊥)
22 =
[
Wh(A,B(A,I⊥),I)
hM?N?
(
ah(KA)hI⊥B(A,I⊥)+âh
(
KB(A,I
⊥)
)
hIA
)
]
K
A,B(A,I⊥)
12 = K
A,B(A,I⊥)
21 =
=
ah(KA)bˆh(KB(A,I⊥))hI⊥B(A,I⊥)+bh(KA)âh(KB(A,I⊥))hIA
ah(KA)hI⊥C(A,I⊥)+âh
(
KB(A,I
⊥)
)
hIA

According to Lemma 3.17, KP,L(P,I) andKA,B(A,I
⊥) are (symmetric) positive def-
inite matrices and moreover, there exists λmin a mesh-independent, strictly positive
real number that minimizes both of least eigenvalues of KP,L(P,I) and KA,B(A,I
⊥).
We then deduce from equation (3.41) that
0 ≥
∑
I ≡P |L∈Eint
λmin
{
[VP − VL]2 +
[
VE?(P,I) − VF ?(P,I)
]2}
+
+
∑
I ≡A‖B(A,I⊥)∈Eext
λmin
{[
VA − VB(A,I⊥)
]2
+
[
VM?(A,I) − VN?(A,I)
]2}
(3.42)
It is obvious from the previous inequality that the space {Vh ∈ RMh ; (Vh)tMhVh =
0} is included in the one spanned by the vectors IP and ID∗ defined by
(IP)i =
{
1 if i ∈ P i.e. i is a cellpoint number
0 otherwise
and
(ID∗)i =
{
1 if i ∈ D∗
0 otherwise.
Remarking that IP and ID∗ are two (linearly independent) eigenvectors with zero
as corresponding eigenvalue with respect to the matrix Mh, the proof of Proposi-
tion 3.18 is completed.
remark 3.19 Note that the dimension of the space Ker(Mh) is equal to 2. This in-
formation plays a key-role for uniqueness conditions investigated in the next section.

3.2.2 Existence and conditions for uniqueness of a solution to (DP2)
Let us start with an existence result for the discrete problem (DP2) which involves
the system of equations (3.30)-(3.33).
Proposition 3.20 (Existence)
Under the assumption (1.11), the discrete system (DP2) possesses an infinite
number of solutions. 
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Proof. Just remark that the condition (1.11) ensures that the right-hand side
of the system of equations (3.30)-(3.33) is a vector of RMh orthogonal to Ker(Mh).
Recall that for the continuous problem (1.7)-(1.8), the assumptions (1.9)-(1.11)
ensure the existence of a family of variational solutions i.e. set of functions ϕ living
in the space
H = {v ∈ H 1 (Ω); v (., 0 ) = v (., b) in [0 , a] and v (0 , .) = v (a, .) in [0 , b]} ,
and such that∫
Ω
K(x)gradϕ(x).gradv(x) dx =
∫
Ω
f(x)v(x) dx ∀v ∈ H.
The uniqueness of a solution to this continuous problem is got from the subspace
of H made up of functions v satisfying the following condition :∫
Ω
v(x) dx = 0. (3.43)
This condition makes obvious the necessity of associating a discrete function vh (de-
fined almost everywhere in Ω) with any vector ({vP }P∈P ; {vD?}D?∈D) from RAperio.
• Basic discrete function spaces. Denote by E(RAperio) the space of such
discrete functions vh and let IS be the characteristic function of a subset S of Ω i.e.
IS(x) = 1 if x ∈ S and 0 otherwise. We define the space E(RAperio) as :
E(RAPerio) = {v : Ω → R; ∃ ({vP }P∈P ; {vD?}D?∈D) ∈ RAPerio such that
v(x) =
∑
P∈P
vP IΩP (x) +
∑
D?∈D
vD?IΩD? (x) a.e. in Ω} (3.44)
where ΩP and ΩD? are two generic notations of the two kinds of auxiliary cells from
A. Let us introduce the following mappings (viewed as projections in some sense) :
vh ∈ E(RAPerio) 7−→ ΠP [vh](x) ≡ vPh (x) =
∑
P∈P
vP ICP (x) ∈ E(RP) (3.45)
vh ∈ E(RAPerio) 7−→ ΠD[vh](x) ≡ vDh (x) =
∑
D?∈D
vD?ICD? (x) ∈ E(RD) (3.46)
where E(RP) and E(RD) are function spaces respectively associated with vector
spaces RP and RD (see relation (3.36)) for the definition of these vector spaces).
• Looking for uniqueness conditions. Since the dimension of Ker(Mh) is
equal to 2, we should look for two discrete analogues of (3.43) (namely quadrature
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formulas), linearly independent, that should ensure uniqueness for a solution to the
discrete problem (DP2). These discrete analogues are defined as :∫
Ω
vPh (x) dx = 0 and
∫
Ω
vDh (x) dx = 0
In other words,∑
P∈P
mes(CP ) vP = 0 and
∑
D?∈D
mes(CD?) vD? = 0
Proposition 3.21 Define two quadrature expressions QP(.) and QD(.) on the dis-
crete function space E(RA) as follows : for all vh = ({vP }; {vD?}) ∈ E(RA)
QP(vh) =
∑
P∈P
mes(CP ) vP and QD(vh) =
∑
D?∈D
mes(CD?) vD? .
Then, QP(.) and QD(.) are linearly independent linear forms on E(RA). 
Proof. Let λP and λD be two real numbers such that λPQP(.) + λDQD(.) = 0
on E(RA), that is,
λP QP(vh) + λD QD(vh) = 0 ∀ vh ∈ E(RA).
Taking vh to be successively
∑
P∈P
IΩP and
∑
D?∈D
IΩD? , one easily see that λP = λQ =
0. This proves the proposition.
We have gathered all the ingredients for existence and uniqueness of a solution
to the discrete problem (DP2).
Proposition 3.22 (Existence and Uniqueness)
The problem that consists in finding ({ϕP }P∈P ; {ϕD?}D?∈D) ∈ RAPerio such that the
equations (3.30)-(3.33) are satisfied possesses a unique solution if condition (1.11) is
fulfilled and if ∑
P∈P
mes(CP )ϕP =
∑
D?∈D
mes(CD?)ϕD? = 0. (3.47)

Proof. We already know from Proposition 3.20 that under the condition (1.11),
the discrete system (3.30)-(3.33) possesses an infinite number of solutions in RAPerio.
Moreover, in the proof of Proposition 3.18, we have shown the fact that
(Vh)
tMh Vh ≥ 0 ∀Vh ∈ RAPerio (3.48)
So, to end the proof of Proposition 3.22 , we just need to prove the positive defi-
niteness of Mh over the subspace RAPerio,0 of RAPerio made up of vectors Vh satisfying
the conditions (3.47). For this purpose, it suffices to show the assertion :
(Vh)
tMh Vh = 0 ⇒ Vh = 0 ∀Vh ∈ RAPerio,0.
The second part of Proposition 3.18 lets this assertion be trivial.
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4 Stability result and error estimations
We start with some preliminaries as discrete version of mean Poincare´ inequality
that plays a key role for stability and error estimate investigations.
4.1 Preliminaries and a Stability Result
We start with endowing the vector spaces RP ≡ E(RP) and RD ≡ E(RD) with the
following discrete norms.
‖ vPh ‖2P =
∑
I ≡P |L∈Eint
[vP − vL]2 +
∑
I ≡A‖B∈Eext
[vA − vB]2 +
+
∫
Ω
[vPh (x)]
2 dx (4.1)
‖ vDh ‖2D =
∑
I ≡P |L∈Eint
[
vE?(P,I) − vF ?(P,I)
]2
+
∑
I ≡A‖B∈Eext
[
vM?(A,I) − vN?(A,I)
]2
+
+
∫
Ω
[vDh (x)]
2 dx (4.2)
Recall that I ≡ P | L ∈ E int means I is an interior edgepoint from E , shared
by adjacent primal cells P and L. Recall also that I ≡ A ‖ B ∈ Eext means I
is a boundary edgepoint from E , shared by boundary primal cells A and B in the
periodic sense (see relation (3.14) and comment that follows).
Definition 4.1 For vh ∈ E(RA) and φ ∈ L1(Ω), we set :
| vPh |2P=
∑
I ≡P |L∈Eint
[vP − vL]2 +
∑
I ≡A‖B∈Eext
[vA − vB]2 ;
| vDh |2D=
∑
I ≡P |L∈Eint
[
vE?(P,I) − vF ?(P,I)
]2
+
∑
I ≡A‖B∈Eext
[
vM?(A,I) − vN?(A,I)
]2
;
< φ >=
1
mes(Ω)
∫
Ω
φ(x) dx. 
We now give a key ingredient for stability analysis of our DDFV solution.
Lemma 4.2 (Discrete mean Poincare´ inequality)
Let vh ∈ E(RA). If the system (P;D) is an eligible system of meshes in the sense of
Definition 3.3, then the following inequalities hold :
‖ vPh − < vPh >‖2L2(Ω) ≤ C | vPh |2P (4.3)
‖ vDh − < vDh >‖2L2(Ω) ≤ C | vDh |2D (4.4)
where C is a strictly positive, mesh independent, real number. 
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Proof. Follow very closely the proof of Theorem 3.4 in [AO 12] (pages 10-11).
An immediate consequence of the previous lemma is that
||| vPh |||P=
√
| vPh |2P + < vPh >2 and ||| vDh |||D=
√
| vDh |2D + < vDh >2
define discrete norms on RP and RD respectively. Identifying RA with RP × RD
allows to consider
‖ vh ‖A=
√
||| vPh |||2P + ||| vDh |||2D (4.5)
as a discrete norm in RA. Therefore, it follows that:
Proposition 4.3 Recall that RAPerio,0 is defined as the subspace of RAPerio ⊂ RA ≡
E(RA), made up of functions vh = (vPh ; vDh ) such that < vPh >=< vDh >= 0. If the
system (P;D) is an eligible system of meshes in the sense of Definition 3.3, then:
• | vh |A=
√
| vPh |2P + | vDh |2D ∀ vh ∈ RAPerio,0
defines a discrete norm on RAPerio,0. Moreover, the following inequality holds :
• || vPh ||2L2(Ω) + || vDh ||2L2(Ω)≤ C | vh |2A ∀ vh ∈ RAPerio,0
where C is a strictly positive, mesh-independent, real number. 
Now we can give one of the main results of this section.
Proposition 4.4 (Stability result)
Keep in mind the main assumptions (A1), (A2) and (A3) stated after Definition 3.1.
On the other hand, assume that (P;D) is an eligible system of meshes (in the sense
of Definition 3.3) and that the conditions (1.9)-(1.10) are fulfilled.
Then, the unique solution ϕh ≡ ({ϕP }P∈P ; {ϕD?}D?∈D) ∈ RAPerio,0 of the discrete
system (3.30)-(3.33) satisfies the following inequality:
| ϕh |A≤ C ‖f‖L2(Ω) (4.6)
where C is a strictly positive real number not depending on the spatial discretization.

Proof. We start with setting (in vector notations): ϕP = {ϕP }P∈P and
ϕD∗ = {ϕD?}D?∈D∗ . So, [ϕP ;ϕD∗ ]t ∈ RMh ≡ RP × RD∗ .
Multiplying (3.30) by ϕP , (3.31) by ϕA? , (3.32) by ϕE? , (3.33) by ϕO?1 and
summing leads to:
[ ϕP ϕD∗ ]Mh
[
ϕP
ϕD∗
]
= [ ϕP ϕD∗ ]
[
FP
FD∗
]
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where Mh is the discrete system matrix and where FP and FD∗ are defined as:
FP =
{∫
CP
f(x)dx
}
P∈P
and
FD∗ =
{∫
CD?
f(x)dx
}
D?∈Dint
∪
{∫
C
D?D?⊥
f(x)dx
}
D?∈D(ΓSo)∪D(ΓWe)
∪
{∫
{CO?
i
}4i=1
f(x)dx
}
Let us set
LHS = [ ϕP ϕD∗ ]Mh
[
ϕP
ϕD∗
]
and RHS = [ ϕP ϕP∗ ]
[
FP
FD∗
]
It follows from the proof of Proposition 3.18 that there exists a strictly positive
number λmin, mesh-independent, such that:
λmin | ϕh |2A ≤ LHS = RHS (4.7)
where
ϕh(x) =
∑
P∈P
ϕP IΩP (x) +
∑
D?∈D
ϕD?IΩD? (x) a.e. in Ω.
On the other hand, we have
1
2 {RHS}2 ≤
∣∣∣∣ ∑
P∈P
∫
CP
f(x)ϕP
∣∣∣∣2 +∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
A?∈D
such thatΓ∩CA?=∅
∫
CA?
f(x)ϕA? +
∑
E?∈D
such thatΓ∩CE? 6=∅
∫
C
E?E?⊥
f(x)ϕE? +
4∑
i=1
∫
CO?
i
f(x)ϕO?i
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
The Cauchy-Schwartz’s inequality ensures that:∣∣∣∣∣∑
P∈P
∫
CP
f(x)ϕP
∣∣∣∣∣
2
≤ ‖f‖2L2(Ω)
∥∥ϕPh ∥∥2L2(Ω)
and that
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
A?∈D
such thatΓ∩CA?=∅
∫
CA?
f(x)ϕA? +
∑
E?∈D
such thatΓ∩CE? 6=∅
∫
C
E?E?⊥
f(x)ϕE? +
4∑
i=1
∫
CO?
i
f(x)ϕO?i
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
∣∣∣∣ ∑
D?∈D
∫
CD?
f(x)ϕD?
∣∣∣∣2 ≤ ‖f‖2L2(Ω) ∥∥ϕDh ∥∥2L2(Ω)
Therefore
RHS ≤
√
2 ‖f‖L2(Ω)
{∥∥ϕPh ∥∥2L2(Ω) + ∥∥ϕDh ∥∥2L2(Ω)} 12 (4.8)
It results from (4.7) and (4.8) that the proof is completed with the help of
Proposition 4.3.
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4.2 Error estimate results
We start with defining the notions of Error-function and Error-vector.
Definition 4.5 Let us define the Error-function Eh as:
Eh(x) = ϕ(x)− ϕh(x) a.e. in Ω (4.9)
where ϕh(.) is the DDFV approximate solution defined as
ϕh(x) =
∑
P∈P
ϕP IΩP (x) +
∑
D?∈D
ϕD?IΩD? (x) a.e. in Ω
and ϕ(.) the exact solution to (1.7)-(1.8) such that
∫
Ω ϕ(x) dx = 0.
With this Error-function is associated the Error-vector denoted by EA and defined
by its components ({EP = ϕP − ϕP }P∈P ; {ED? = ϕD? − ϕD?}D?∈D?). 
4.2.1 Estimates for the Error-Vector EA
Notice that if EA is zero-vector, there is nothing to estimate as the approximate
solution coincides with the exact solution at all cellpoints and vertexpoints. So, we
suppose that EA 6= 0 in the sequel. In what follows we aim to look for estimates
of EA distinguishing two cases: (i) EA belongs to Ker[M], where M is the matrix
associated with the discrete problem (DP2); (ii) E
A belongs to the orthogonal of
Ker[M].
• We first analyze the case EA ∈ Ker[M].
It follows from Proposition 3.18 that there exist two real constants CP and CD
such that
EP = C
P ∀P ∈ P and ED? = CD ∀D? ∈ D.
This means that
ϕP − ϕP = CP ∀P ∈ P and ϕD? − ϕD? = CD ∀D? ∈ D.
Since ({ϕP }P∈P ; {ϕD?}D?∈D) lies in RAPerio,0 we can see that
mes(Ω)CP =
∑
P∈P
mes(CP )ϕP (4.10)
and
mes(Ω)CD =
∑
D?∈D
mes(CD?)ϕD? . (4.11)
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We assert that:
| CP | ≤ C h and | CD | ≤ C h.
Indeed, the Taylor expansion based upon the assumption (3.1) leads to∫
CP
ϕ(x) dx = meas(CP )ϕP +
∫
CP
gradϕ(θx,xP ).(x− xP ) dx
Summing the two sides of this equality over P ∈ P and accounting with (4.10) and
(3.2) yields
meas(Ω) | CP |= |
∑
P∈P
∫
CP
gradϕ(θx,xP ).(x− xP ) dx |
We get from assumption (3.1) that:
| CP | ≤ C h
where C is a mesh-independent strictly positive constant, defined as
C2 = max
s∈S
{max
x∈Ωs
[| ∂ ϕ
∂ x1
|2 + | ∂ ϕ
∂ x2
|2]} (4.12)
A similar reasoning shows that
| CD | ≤ C h.
To conclude, we can say that if EA ∈ Ker[M] than
‖ EA ‖∞ ≤ C h, (4.13)
where C is a mesh-independent strictly positive real number.
• Let us now deal with the case EA is a nonzero vector lying in the orthogonal
of Ker[M].
Combining judiciously the equations (3.15), (3.20), (3.24), (3.28) with respec-
tively the equations (3.30)-(3.33) leads to the following Error System of equa-
tions:
Mh
[
EP
ED∗
]
=
[
TP
TD∗
]
(4.14)
where Mh is the discrete system matrix and where TP and TD∗ are Truncation
Error sub-vectors defined as:
TP =
{
TP
}
P∈P and T
D∗ = {TD?}D?∈D?
with (according to (3.12), (3.21), (3.25) and (3.29)):
| TP | ≤ C h2 ∀P ∈ P and | TD? | ≤ C h2 ∀D? ∈ D?.
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We assume that
∃ 0 < α < β such that α h2 ≤ meas(M) ≤ β h2 ∀M ∈M. (4.15)
Now all the ingredients are gathered for applying to the analysis of (4.14)) the
same technique as the one used in [NDM 13] (see Proposition 3.9 in this reference).
Of course is required an adaptation of this technique to periodic setting of the
continuous and discrete problems analyzed in this work. This is the way we see that
the error-vector EA satisfies the following inequality
| EA |2A ≤ C h | EA |A (4.16)
where C is a mesh-independent strictly positive real number. Remark that | EA |A
6= 0 as EA is supposed to be a nonzero vector from the orthogonal of Ker[M]. So,
we have | EA |A≤ C h.
Let us summarize what precedes in what follows.
Proposition 4.6 (Estimates for the Error-vector and its interpolate)
The Error-vector EA = ({EP }P∈P ; {ED?}D?∈D) ∈ RA meets the following estimates:
. If EA ∈ Ker[M] than
‖ EA ‖∞ ≤ C h and ‖ I(EA) ‖LP (Ω) ≤ C h ∀ 1 ≤ P ≤ +∞; (4.17)
. If EA ∈ (Ker[M])⊥ than
| EA |A ≤ C h and ‖ I(EA) ‖L2(Ω) ≤ C h (4.18)
where C is a mesh-independent strictly positive real number and where I(EA) is
the interpolate of EA defined as:
[I(EA)](x) =
∑
P∈P
EP IΩP (x) +
∑
D?∈D
ED?IΩD? (x) a.e. in Ω 
Note that the last estimate is a consequence of the discrete Poincare´ inequality
given by Lemma 4.2.
4.2.2 L2-Estimate for the Error-function
Let us start with the following preliminary results.
Lemma 4.7 Recall that the primal cells are convex polygons while the dual cells are
connected are star-sharped with respect to their associated vertex-points. Under the
assumption (3.1), the exact solution ϕ to the model problem satisfies the following
inequalities:
‖ ϕ−ΠPϕ ‖L2(Ω) ≤ C h (4.19)
‖ ϕ−ΠDϕ ‖L2(Ω) ≤ C h (4.20)
where C denotes diverse mesh-independent strictly positive constants. 
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Proof. Since the exact solution ϕ is in C2 for any primal cell CP supposed to
be convex (see assumption (3.1)), we get by Taylor expansion what follows:
| ϕ(x)− ϕ(xP ) |2=| gradϕ(θx,xP ) |2 . | x− xP |2 ≤ Ĉ h2 ∀x ∈ CP
where Ĉ is defined as in (4.12). Integrating the two sides of the previous inequality
over CP and summing over P ∈ P yields
‖ ϕ−ΠPϕ ‖2L2(Ω) ≤ C h2
The proof of (4.19) is ended. The proof of (4.20) is similar and is carried out on all the
dual cells CD? which are connected and star-shaped with respect to corresponding
vertex-points D?.
Lemma 4.8 Consider the linear operators ΠP , ΠD, TP and TD introduced in what
precedes. Under the assumption (3.1), the exact solution ϕ to the model problem
satisfies the following inequalities:
‖ ΠPϕ− TPϕ ‖L2(Ω) ≤ C h (4.21)
‖ ΠDϕ− TDϕ ‖L2(Ω) ≤ C h (4.22)
where C denotes diverse mesh-independent strictly positive constants. 
Proof. Recall that
ΠPϕ(x) =
∑
P∈P
ϕP ICP (x) a.e. in Ω
and define:
TPϕ(x) =
∑
P∈P
[ϕP − CP ]ICP (x) a.e. in Ω
From these two identities, it is clear that
ΠPϕ(x) − TPϕ(x) = CP a.e. in Ω
We deduce that∫
CP
| ΠPϕ(x) − TPϕ(x) |2 dx = meas(CP ) [CP ]2
Summing over P ∈ P leads to∫
Ω
| ΠPϕ(x) − TPϕ(x) |2 dx = meas(Ω) [CP ]2
The inequality (4.21) obviously follows from the same arguments as those developed
in the lines between equations (4.10) and (4.13). Note that the inequality (4.22) is
got with a similar reasoning.
Let us give now the last (but not the least) theoretical result of this work.
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Proposition 4.9 (Function-Error Estimate)
Recall that ΩP and ΩD? denote the two kind of auxiliary mesh elements (see Sub-
section 2.1.2 for the definition of the auxiliary mesh A). We consider the cellwise
constant function ϕh defined almost everywhere in Ω as:
ϕh(x) =
∑
P∈P
ϕP IΩP (x) +
∑
D?∈D
ϕD?IΩD? (x)
where {ϕP }P∈P and {ϕD?}D?∈D are components of the vector-solution to the Dis-
crete Duality Finite Volume model represented by equations (3.30)-(3.35). Re-
call that ϕ denotes the exact solution to the model problem (1.7)-(1.8) such that∫
Ω ϕ(x) dx = 0. Then the error-function Eh(x) = ϕ(x) − ϕh(x) a.e. in Ω satisfies
the following L2−estimate:
‖ Eh ‖L2(Ω) = ‖ ϕ − ϕh ‖L2(Ω) ≤ C h (4.23)
where C is a mesh-independent strictly positive real number. 
Proof. Set:
ΩP =
⋃
P∈P
ΩP and Ω
D =
⋃
D?∈D
ΩD?
It is clear that ΩP and ΩD define a partition of Ω in the sense that
ΩP ∩ ΩD = ∅ and ΩP ∪ ΩD = Ω.
‖ ϕ − ϕh ‖2L2(Ω) =
∫
ΩP
| ϕ − ϕh |2 dx +
∫
ΩD
| ϕ − ϕh |2 dx ≤
≤
∫
Ω
| ϕ − ΠPϕh |2 dx +
∫
Ω
| ϕ − ΠDϕh |2 dx
The triangle inequality ensures that the first integral of the right-hand side of the
previous inequality obeys what follows
1
3
∫
Ω
| ϕ − ΠPϕh |2 dx ≤‖ ϕ − ΠPϕ ‖2L2(Ω) + ‖ ΠPϕ − TPϕ ‖2L2(Ω) +
+ ‖ TPϕ − ΠPϕh ‖2L2(Ω)
Thanks to Lemma 4.7 and Lemma 4.8 we have
1
3
∫
Ω
| ϕ − ΠPϕh |2 dx ≤ C h2 + ‖ E˜Ph ‖2L2(Ω) (4.24)
and
1
3
∫
Ω
| ϕ − ΠDϕh |2 dx ≤ C h2 + ‖ E˜Dh ‖2L2(Ω) (4.25)
where E˜Ph and E˜
D
h are two cellwise constant functions identified with the two sub-
vectors E˜P and E˜D of the vector E˜A whose components are defined as:
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(E˜A)P = ϕP − ϕP − CP ∀P ∈ P
(E˜A)D? = ϕD? − ϕD? − CD ∀D? ∈ D
where CP and CD are chosen such that the vector E˜A lies in the space RAPerio,0.
From summation side by side of inequalities (4.24) and (4.25), we see that
1
3
‖ ϕ − ϕ ‖2L2 ≤ C h2 + ‖ E˜A ‖2L2(Ω)
Remarking that | E˜A |A= | EA |A and thanks to Propositions 4.3 and 4.6, the
proof is ended.
5 Numerical results
In this section, we confirm with some numerical tests the theoretical results we have
proven in the previous section. For each test-case, a uniform rectangular mesh is
used with different levels of refinement materialized by successive decreasing values
assigned to the mesh size h. In the following test-cases we have taken: h =
1
4 ,
1
8 ,
1
16 ,
1
32 and
1
64 .
5.1 Notations
In the following tables ndu denotes the number of discrete unknowns. Recall that
| . |A stands for the discrete H10−norm (see Proposition 4.3) and let ‖ . ‖1,A denote
the discrete H1−norm defined as:
‖ v ‖1,A= [| v |2A + ‖ v ‖2L2(Ω)]
1
2 (5.1)
When the exact solution is available, the relative discrete L2−norm of the error
for the exact potential is defined as:
erL2 =

∑
P∈P
meas (CP ) [ϕ (x
p)− ϕ¯P ]2∑
P∈P
meas (CP ) [ϕ (xp)]
2

1
2
Defined by analogy, er− ‖ . ‖1,A is the relative discrete H1−norm of the error
for the exact potential. For a given mesh, since different levels i of refinement may
be considered, we denote by erL2(i) and er− ‖ . ‖1,A (i) the corresponding relative
discrete L2−norm and relative discrete H1−norm of the exact potential. Let us set
for any integer i (with i ≥ 2):
raL2(i) = −2 ln
[
erL2(i)
]− ln [erL2(i− 1)]
ln [ndu(i)]− ln [ndu(i− 1)]
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We define ra− ‖ . ‖1,A (i), for any integer i ≥ 2 , with the same relation as for
raL2(i), except that in this relation erL2(i) is replaced with er− ‖ . ‖1,A (i). On
the other hand, erflm stands for L∞ − norm of the error on the exact mean value
of the flux across the mesh edges. So we have:
erflm = max
σ∈E
1
meas (σ)
∣∣Qσ − Q¯σ∣∣
where Qσ and Q¯σ are respectively the exact and the approximate flux across σ which
is either a primal edge or a dual edge. The symbol erL∞ denotes the pressure error
for L∞−norm.
Let ocv[×× ×] denote the error order of convergence to zero for the norm [×× ×]
which may be taken to be one of the following norms ‖ . ‖L2 , ‖ . ‖1,A and ‖ . ‖L∞ .
The first two norms are used for pressure error estimates while the last one serves
for the flux error estimate. The quantity ocv[×××] is defined as:
ocv[×××] = ln(er[×××](imax))− ln(er[×××](imax− 1))
ln(himax)− ln(himax−1)
were imax is the maximum level of refinement of a given primal mesh.
At last, we denote by slope[× × ×] the error order of convergence to zero for
the norm [× × ×] when computed with the least-square method. The quantity
slope[×××] obeys the relation:
ln [er[×××] (i)] = slope[×××] ln [h(i)] + ν,
where ν is a real number.
5.2 Test problems
We consider two groups of test problems. In the first group, the medium is homo-
geneous and so is spatially periodic. In the second group, the medium is taken to
be heterogeneous and spatially periodic.
5.2.1 Group I
We consider in this group two cases: a homogeneous isotropic medium and a homo-
geneous anisotropic medium.
Data from Test problem 1: The medium Ω = ]0; 1[× ]0; 1[ is associated with
the following diffusion coefficient matrix.
K(x, y) =
[
1 0
0 1
]
(5.2)
The exact solution to equations (1.7)-(1.8) such that:∫
Ω
u(x) dx = 0 (5.3)
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is
u(x, y) = sin(2pix)sin(2piy).
Note that it is easy to determine the corresponding (source term) function f and
check that this function satisfies the compatibility condition (1.11). The same re-
mark remains valid for all the test problems analyzed in this section.
i h(i) ndu erL∞(i) erL2(i) er-‖ . ‖1,A erflm raL2(i) ra-‖ . ‖1,A
1 1/4 41 0.2711 0.3197 1.9039 0.9348 - -
2 1/8 145 0.0530 0.0532 0.4636 0.3000 2.349 2.401
3 1/16 245 0.0130 0.0130 0.1153 0.0793 2.122 2.100
4 1/32 2113 0.0032 0.0032 0.02878 0.0201 2.091 2.048
5 1/64 8321 8.03E-04 8.03E-04 0.007145 0.005 2.017 2.033
6 1/128 33025 2.0E-04 2.0E-04 - - 2.010 -
slope[×××] 2.08 2.13 2.01 1.89
ocv[×××] 2.0031 2.0031 2.01 2.007
Table 1: Convergence rate of flux and pressure errors for L∞ − norm, L2 − norm
and discrete H1 − norm in Test-problem number 1.
According to Table 1 above, DDFV computations of the approximate solution
to Test problem number one display a quadratic convergence for L2−norm and dis-
crete H1−norm concerning the pressure. The same rate of convergence is observed
for ‖ . ‖∞ −norm concerning the interface fluxes. The quadratic convergence for
L2−norm and discrete H1 − norm numerically obtained in the homogeneous diffu-
sion analyzed here is not in contradiction with our theoretical results (see Propo-
sition 4.6). Indeed, the order one of convergence proven in Proposition 4.6 is based
upon much weaker assumptions on the diffusion coefficient which is supposed to be
piecewise constant. Note that similar results have been obtained for Dirichlet and
Neumann boundary conditions by diverse authors in FVCA5 Benchmark (see [HH
08]).
Data from Test-problem 2: Let Ω =]0; 1[×]0; 1[ be a square with the following
diffusion coefficient:
K(x, y) =
[
1 1/2
1/2 1
]
(5.4)
The exact solution to (1.7)-(1.8) such that∫
Ω
u(x, y)dx = 0 (5.5)
is
u(x, y) = sin(2pix) cos(2piy).
Results from Table 2 confirm the comment we have developed about the homo-
geneous flow in Ω exposed in Table 1. The result trends do not change even if one
considers homogeneous media with contrasting diffusion coefficients like
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i h(i) ndu er-L∞ erL2 er-‖ . ‖1,A erflm raL2 ra‖ . ‖1,A
1 1/4 41 1 0.3996 1.9160 0.9348 - -
2 1/8 145 0.7071 0.1347 0.4826 0.300 1.703 2.28
3 1/16 245 0.3827 0.0362 0.1208 0.0793 1.984 2.12
4 1/32 2113 0.1951 9.2E-03 3.0139E-02 0.0201 2.021 2.062
5 1/64 8321 0.0980 2.3E-03 0.7558E-02 0.0050 2.013 2.028
slope[×××] 0.955 1.87 2.01 1.89
ocv[×××] 1.005 2.009 1.995 2.007
Table 2: Convergence rate of flux and pressure errors for L∞ − norm, L2 − norm
and discrete H1 − norm in Test-problem number 2.
K(x) =
[
1 10
10 1000
]
(5.6)
5.2.2 Group II
Now we consider a nonhomogeneous isotropic and anisotropic porous domain Ω.
Computation results are presented in Table 3 below.
Parameters Test problem 3 Test problem 4
i h(i) ndu erL∞ erL2 er-‖ . ‖1,A erL∞ erL2 er-‖ . ‖1,A
1 1/4 41 2.00 0.7551 3.4897 4.9834 0.5182 2.716
2 1/8 145 1.311 0.193 1.2036 0.2748 0.2134 1.379
3 1/16 245 0.6619 0.060 0.5813 0.1212 0.0835 0.549
4 1/32 2113 0.316 0.0235 0.3223 0.101 0.0439 0.3209
5 1/64 8321 0.1502 0.0085 0.1616 0.0694 0.0209 0.1595
slope[×××] 0.90 1.48 1.007 0.496 0.97 0.98
ocv[×××] 1.07 1.52 0.94 0.54 1.08 1.02
Table 3: Convergence rate of pressure error for L∞−norm, L2 − norm and for
discrete H1−norm in Test-problems 3 and 4.
Data for Test-problem 3: We have taken Ω = ]0; 1[ × ]0; 1[ associated with
the following diffusion coefficient:
K(x, y) =
[
2 sin(pix)sin(piy)
sin(pix)sin(piy) 1
]
The exact solution to the system (1-1)-(1-2) such that∫
Ω
u(x, y) dx = 0 (5.7)
is what follows:
u(x, y) = 2 sin[pi(x+ y)] cos[pi(x+ y)].
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Data for Test-problem 4: Let Ω be the square ]0; 1[ × ]0; 1[ associated with
the following diffusion coefficient:
K(x) =

[
1000 0
0 1000
]
if x ∈ [14 ; 34 ]× [14 ; 34 ]
[
750 0
0 2000
]
otherwise.
(5.8)
The exact solution to the system (1-1)-(1-2) such that∫
Ω
u(x, y)dx = 0 (5.9)
is what follows:
u(x, y) = 2 sin[pi(x+ y)]cos[pi(x+ y)]. 
5.2.3 Concluding remarks
The numerical experiments were performed on uniform square meshes and have
shown that:
(i) For isotropic homogeneous media one gets a quadratic convergence of the approx-
imate pressure for L∞−norm, L2−norm and discrete H1−norm as well. The same
convergence rate is observed concerning the flux for the vector max-norm. These
results are in accordance with those published in the Finite Volume literature (see
test-problem number 1).
(ii) For anisotropic homogeneous media one can see that the rate of convergence
remains globally the same, except for the L∞−norm that displays a linear conver-
gence (see test-problem number 2).
(iii) For spatially varying diffusion coefficients D, the cell mean value of D is taken
to be the cell-center diffusion coefficients. Approximations of pressure are performed
with the order one of convergence for L∞−norm and discrete H1−norm while a 1.50
order of convergence is got for L2−norm (see test-problem number 3).
(iv) For piecewise constant diffusion coefficients D, the same results as for spatially
varying diffusion coefficients are obtained except for the L∞−norm that led to a 0.5
order of convergence (see test-problem number 4).
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